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Introduction
During the three year duration of Sea Change, the 17 partners plus 6 third parties will promote ocean
literacy, creating a deeper understanding of how our health depends on the ocean and contribute to
empowering European citizens to take action for ocean health. Together, the consortium reaches out to
hundreds of different institutions across Europe and thousands of people from different society sectors:
children, educators, decision makers, blue entrepreneurs.
The activities we develop are based on a common vision and common values:
“A society in which citizens are ocean literate and adapt their everyday behavior to make informed and
responsible decisions that promote ocean stewardship in a co-creation approach.” 1
“Legacy” in this context refers to ideas or resources that come from the past but continue to shape or
influence the future. This is related to the adoption and widespread use of the idea or resource by a
community of practice. Therefore, for a project to have a legacy, a community must be created that will
continue to use the ideas and resources produced long after the project has reached its administrative end.
Impact and legacy are strongly interconnected. The impact of the project will depend on the dimension of
the networks created, whereas the legacy will depend on the connectivity and strength of the links that will
endow these networks with resiliency.
The scope of the action of a large network is more powerful and more diverse than the sum of the actions of
its individual nodes. Moreover, a large well connected network is resilient, overcoming different
contingencies.
The Sea Change consortium includes European wide networks: EMSEA, EUROGEO, WON, UNESCO and
Ecsite. The other partners have their own local and national stakeholders in specific sectors of society. All
these networks are presently coupled by the project values and activities, working together for the common
purpose of achieving the expected results. These networks include individuals, from teachers to decision
makers, and institutions, from science centres to schools and universities. The International Advisory Group
is a transatlantic anchor point connecting to the North American and Canadian networks.
The legacy of Sea Change will rely on the ability to enlarge and reinforce the connections of these networks
so that they continue to communicate and share the vision and values of Sea Change. Sharing resources and
participating in common events help to create the sense of belonging to a community. Therefore, partners
were invited to strengthen pre-existent networks from other projects and operations, disseminate clear Sea
Change messages through these networks and promote the use of project resources.
Mobilizing the three following groups is strategic for legacy:


Schools: Blue-School concept to be disseminated through the network Foundation for
Environmental Education; EMSEA to formally become an European association (which was
achieved); EUROGEO Education programme to disseminate project resources and activities;

1

Transatlantic Implementation Strategy, Gothenburg Transatlantic Ocean Literacy Workshop, adopted by the AORA Working Group on Ocean
Literacy (2015)
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Society, public at large: an Ecsite Pre-Conference and sessions at Ecsite Annual Conference, to
engage science centers and museums for the Sea Change network; a coordinated celebration of
World Ocean Day with common topics for a wider visibility;
Policy makers, industry: a coordinated action at European Maritime Day; identification of
stakeholders in each partner´s network and participation in their events to engage with decision
makers and industry.

Considering the limited amount of resources and time for traveling, partners were invited to take all possible
opportunities for personal engagement in networking events, piggybacking on other projects and
connections. Partners were also invited to engage with stakeholders and the public in conferences, business
fairs, high level meetings, schools, markets, beaches.
Assessing the evolution of networking across the different activities of the project is not an easy task and
was the subject of many exchanges and debates. Usually the evolution of a network is assessed by counting
the evolution of the number of institutions or individuals (nodes) and the connections they establish among
themselves (edges). There are mathematical instruments and graphical representations to evaluate this
growth and connectivity, as the resiliency of these networks depends on these characteristics. However,
privacy issues precluded the identification of individuals and institutions added to the network. It was agreed
that networking was the critical factor for the development of a legacy and that a summary of engagement
activities would be a valuable instrument to assess the effectiveness of the networking efforts developed by
the partners for each type of audience (education, families, policy makers), highlighting their willingness to
disseminate resources or to collaborate in the near future.
A form was created regarding networking events that could significantly contribute for the future
development of a community of practice, sharing the vision and using the resources developed by Sea
Change. The information collected by the partners is listed below.
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Description of legacy activities
Sea Change direct actions and events
Consultations with education stakeholders (Task 3.1)

#1
Date
Location
Partner name
Type of action or event
Action or event name

4 April 2016
Gothenburg, Sweden
UGOT
Consultation
What are the barriers to teaching 12-19 year olds across Europe about
the Ocean

Event description
Identifying barriers and solutions to the question “What are the barriers to teaching 12-19 year olds across
Europe about the Ocean”.
Partner role
Facilitator
Partner role description (details)
n.a.
How did you engage with people
I was being open and curious and not reacting (negatively) to what was being said. I think it was important
to be friendly, positive, with a smile on my face. Also to make sure everyone’s voices were heard.
Target audience

Teachers
Other educational professionals
Students
Government officials
Other

Audience description
Size of the audience – 16.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
They were interested and very happy to be part of this project; they found it very relevant to foster Ocean
Literacy.
Future perspective of collaboration
It's important to give opportunities for people to network during the day. They did so during lunch, however
it would have been nice to have done something afterwards. For people to get to know each other better,
so they can develop future collaborations. More resources (money) are needed for collaborations - we
could not pay for travel or have a joint dinner.
We made sure everyone received everyone’s email addresses and promised to keep them updated on Sea
Change.
Resources distributed or shown

Increasing Ocean Literacy video
Our Ocean Our Oxygen video
Human Health and the Ocean video
Project Factsheet
Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets
Website

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#2
Date
28 April 2016
Location
Lowestoft, Suffolk, UK
Partner name
CEFAS
Type of action or event
Consultation Workshop
Action or event name
UK Education Stakeholder Consultation
Event description
Included an online consultation phase and a workshop event. Cefas organized a Consultation with Education
stakeholders in the UK to find out about barriers and options for teaching 11-18 year olds about the Ocean. We
contacted and invited a number of stakeholders, collected their suggested barriers and processed those barriers
during a 1-day workshop. The results were collated into a UK report which will eventually be part of an EU-wide
report.
Partner role
Speaker
Facilitator
Participant
Partner role description (details)
n.a
How did you engage with people
We engaged with the participants by sending them information about Sea Change before the workshop. After the
workshop we have stayed in touch by sharing with them the UK Consultation Report as well as dissemination
information about various Sea Change campaigns (i.e. Your Ocean, Your Oxygen) and products. We also encourage the
participants to stay in touch with Sea Change by visiting the website and also through Facebook and Twitter. We felt
that the Workshop was very successful as it brought many people together and gave them a chance to interact.
Target audience
Teachers
Other educational professionals
Students
Scientists
Audience description
There were also participants from marine conservation organizations, seal wardens, local museums and the Royal
National Lifeboat Institution.
Size of audience - 18
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Many participants were keen in finding out about support for Ocean Literacy type of activities that they could
implement in their own organizations, schools etc. In general, participants agreed with the principles and aims of Sea
Change and gave examples of things they were already trying to do within their own organizations or networks. They
recognized that it wasn't easy trying to change things from the ground and hoped that Sea Change will provide the
necessary buy-in from Governments and from the Education System.
Future perspective of collaboration
Cefas is keeping in touch with the consultation participants, who have already received a copy of the UK report. We
are already planning outreach activities in local schools and academies, in collaboration with some of the workshop
participants.
Resources distributed or shown
Increasing Ocean Literacy video
Our Ocean Our Oxygen video
Human Health and the Ocean video
Project Factsheet
Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets
Ocean Literacy booklet
Newsletter #2, Website
Cefas continues to share any Sea Change promotional material with the
workshop participants.
Final remarks and considerations
Cefas is happy with progress, although there is more to be done.
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#3
Date
Location
Partner name
Type of action or event
Action or event name

19 April 2016
HCMR premises
Athens, Greece
HCMR
Consultation
What are the barriers to teaching 12-19 year olds across Europe about
the Ocean

Event description
Consultation event with education stakeholders. 13 participants were invited to take part in conversations
about the barriers to teaching 12-19 year olds across Europe about the Ocean.
Partner role
Facilitator
Partner role description (details)
I was responsible for facilitating the consultation and compiling the reports.
How did you engage with people
Participants were quite enthusiastic throughout the event, however some felt that the results (i.e. the map
from the software) did not provide further insight into the generated barriers.
Making use of the map would be more interesting/fruitful perhaps.
Target audience

Teachers
Other educational professionals
Scientists
Government officials

Audience description
13 participants from various backgrounds attended the event, including teachers, educators who have a
role in shaping educational policy nationally, researchers who carry out educational activities.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
They all responded very positively and they were glad that a project like this is trying to foster ocean
literacy. It was also very positively received in the sense that there are no other similar projects running at
the moment.
Future perspective of collaboration
Some of these participants will take part in the Blue Schools National Working Group in order to develop
the concept of Blue Schools.
Resources distributed or shown

Project Factsheet
Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets
Website

Final remarks and considerations
Overall, very positive feedback and new contacts and relations were built during the event.
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#4
Date
31 March – 2 April 2016
Location
Radisson Blue Hotel, Galway, Ireland
Partner name
NUI Galway
Type of action or event
Conference
Action or event name
The Educational Studies Association of Ireland (ESAI) Conference 2016
Event description
The NUI Galway team presented on 'Innovative Approaches to Researching, Promoting and Teaching Ocean
Literacies in Ireland and Europe' which looked at the Collective Intelligence Methodology in Task 3.1.
Partner role
Partner role description (details)
n.a.

Speaker

How did you engage with people
It was a formal presentation with Q&A, delegates responded very positively to the presentation.
Conference delegates tweeted about Sea Change during the ESAI Conference 2016.
Target audience

Teachers
Other educational professionals
Government officials

Audience description
Size of the audience – 200.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Conference delegates responded well, asked lots of questions on the methodology and wanted to hear
more about it. Given the conference targeted education stakeholders, they were more interested in the
methodology and its application to their work.
Future perspective of collaboration
Collaboration only with those that followed up afterwards by email.
Resources distributed or shown

Increasing Ocean Literacy video
Project Factsheet

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#5
Date
19 May 2016
Location
Salthill Hotel, Galway, Ireland
Partner name
NUI Galway
Type of action or event
Consultation
Action or event name
Our Irish Ocean Conversations
Event description
Education consultation for Task 3.1 facilitated by C.Domegan, P.McHugh, V.McCauley and K.Davison.
Partner role
Partner role description (details)
n.a.

Facilitator

How did you engage with people
A full day consultation with 14 education stakeholders. It was a very interactive day, following the
Participation Protocol from WP2.
Target audience

General public
Teachers
Other educational professionals
Business and industrial partners
Government officials

Audience description
Size of the audience – 14.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
People really admired the work being done in Sea Change. The education stakeholders felt the group was
mixed and varied and they hadn't networked with some of the attendees before which they found valuable.
They felt they were making a difference to the work being done in Ocean Literacy in Ireland and wanted the
results to be shared across all of our networks. Participants also wanted to know how Ireland compared
against the other 7 countries involved in the consultations, requesting a summary European report.
Future perspective of collaboration
Participants send us details of events and activities they are doing. The NUI Galway team is sending
participants updates on Sea Change work, outputs and communication materials e.g. factsheets,
newsletter, new videos etc.
Resources distributed or shown

Increasing Ocean Literacy video
Our Ocean Our Oxygen video
Project Factsheet
Ocean Literacy booklet
Newsletter #1
Newsletter #2
Website

Final remarks and considerations
Event was very successful in terms of follow ups and networking for Sea Change.
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#6
Date
Location
Partner name
Type of action or event
Action or event name

20 May 2016
Ostend, Belgium
VLIZ
Consultation
Sea Change Education Consultation workshop

Event description
A one-day workshop with Belgian education stakeholders to discuss the barriers that exist to teaching 12-19
year-olds about the ocean, and how to overcome them.
Partner role
Facilitator
Partner role description (details)
n.a.
How did you engage with people
The Consultation started with an online survey on why the ocean is so little discussed in the classes of
secondary education. 17 education experts (from teacher associations, teacher training, marine research
and informal education) generated 50 barriers to the trigger question. After this, 8 education experts were
brought together for a day at the InnovOcean Site in Ostend to discuss these barriers and look for solutions
and opportunities.
Target audience

Teachers, Other educational professionals
Students
Scientists
Government officials

Audience description
n.a.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
The most successful part was the result of the consultation workshop. The education experts that came
together in Ostend were very motivated and eager to contribute, some felt honored to be part of this
workshop. Some participants expressed that a higher number of participants would have been better but
on the other hand working with this small group of experts made the whole process probably less
complicated. The part where options were generated was welcomed by the group with the most
enthusiasm. The consultation was less successful than we hoped concerning the number of participants.
Future perspective of collaboration
At the end of the workshop the group needed some confirmation of us that we would act upon the results
of the workshop, meaning writing a report to the minister of education to change the curriculum,
collaborating with teacher training to train teachers and develop resources, and setting up a large ocean
media campaign. This is rather ambitious and it seems like the group relies on us to do this. Nevertheless,
this interaction with these people has strengthened our relationships, which already existed before, with
them, which may make them potentially more eager to collaborate in future initiatives.
Resources distributed or shown
Website
Other
Powerpoint presentation about Sea Change and the WP3 work.
Final remarks and considerations
We didn’t really expand our network, as all the people or organizations who joined were already in our
networks (of VLIZ), yet we may have strengthened our connections by doing this activity.
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#7
Date
25 May 2016
Location
Lisbon
Partner name
CIÊNCIA VIVA
Type of action or event
Consultation
Action or event name
Education Consultation Workshop
Event description
Ciência Viva and CIIMAR carried out a national consultation with Portuguese Education Stakeholders at the
Pavilion of Knowledge.
Partner role

Facilitator

Partner role description (details)
Ana Noronha and Isabel Sousa Pinto (CIIMAR) facilitated the meeting with the help of Vanessa Batista and
Laura Guimarães. Gonçalo Praça helped during the workshop.
How did you engage with people
A total of 71 stakeholders involved in Education were selected among Portuguese educational players from
formal and non-formal education and invited to answer to the trigger question: "What are the barriers to
teaching 12-19 years old about the Ocean?”. 53 stakeholders answered the survey which generates 194
barriers. A one-day consultation workshop was held at Ciência Viva – Knowledge Pavilion with the
participation of 12 stakeholders.
Target audience

Teachers
Other educational professionals
Scientists
Government officials
Other

Audience description
The audience consisted of education stakeholders. A Spanish representative from the Atlantic Arc Cities
responsible for educational programmes participated. A person from the Blue Flag was present.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Most participants agreed that they learned a lot and that they will tell disseminate what they learned. They
remark that after the event they would look at the Sea Change website. They agreed they will attend future
events like this and that they plan to use the learnings from this event in their daily work, by implementing
the methodology with their teachers and fellow colleagues and by developing marine educational projects.
They will share this initiative and the Sea Change project because they felt the type of barriers identified are
very interesting. They will continue to promote Ocean Literacy activities in formal and non-formal context
and disseminate ocean science and research.
Future perspective of collaboration
Receptive for further collaboration.
Resources distributed or shown

Project Factsheets
Ocean Literacy booklet
Increasing Ocean Literacy video

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#8
Date
25 May 2015
Location
Pavilhão do Conhecimento, Lisboa, Portugal
Partner name
CIIMAR
Type of action or event
Consultation
Action or event name
Stakeholder Consultation
Event description
The purpose of this consultation was to gain deeper insight into perceived barriers towards implementation
of Ocean Literacy in formal and non-formal education of Portuguese youngsters in the age group 12-19
years.
Partner role
Speaker
Facilitator
Partner role description (details)
Based on the previous on-line consultation, a workshop was co-organised with Ciência Viva where Sea
Change and its objectives were further disseminated, barriers to the increase of ocean literacy among
target groups were identified and options to address crucial gaps were generated.
How did you engage with people
A co-creation approach was used. Facilitated discussion about the information gathered during the online
consultation was established among the participants to support their interactive prioritization of the
barriers generated. The aim was to shed light and provide co-identification of the most important barriers
to implementation of ocean literacy and co-creation of solutions that could be developed to address them.
Target audience
General public
Teachers
Other educational professionals
Students
Scientists
Business and industrial partners
Government officials
Other
Audience description
n.a.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Participants were very interested in the project. They highlighted the importance of this type of projects to
increase ocean literacy. They took it as an opportunity to express their views and training needs, and as a
source of scientific resources and educational materials about the ocean and marine topics.
Future perspective of collaboration
Participants were eager to continue further collaboration in future actions.
Resources distributed or shown
Project Factsheet
Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets
Ocean Literacy booklet
Website
Other
Final remarks and considerations
The activities carried out are contributing to enhance OL, and help protection of our ocean. They are
providing networking with relevant stakeholders that are becoming ‘multipliers’ of Sea Change message and
will support key interaction about the ocean and its topics after the funded project duration.
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#9
Date
13 April 2016
Location
Barcelona, Spain
Partner name
SUBMON
Type of action or event
Consultation
Action or event name
Barriers to integrate Ocean Literacy to 12-19 year old scholars
Event description
Consultation workshop to discuss about the main barriers to integrate Ocean Literacy to 12-19 year old
scholars.
Partner role
Speaker
Facilitator
Participant
Partner role description (details)
Consultation workshop organized within the Sea Change Project. SUBMON gathered professionals related
to the world of education from all over Spain.
How did you engage with people
Using established methodologies to open a pre-debate via email and skype previous to the presential
meeting in Barcelona.
Target audience

Teachers
Other educational professionals
Government officials

Audience description
n.a.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Participants agree in the lack of information about marine topics in education syllabus and welcomed the
project. Most of the assistants were also open to integrate blue schools in their disciplines.
Future perspective of collaboration
We established a network of educational collaborators all over Spain that will be used for other marine
topic purposes, as an example for Sea Change project some of the participants will collaborate in the Blue
Schools trial and others in the SIPP initiatives.
Resources distributed or shown

Increasing Ocean Literacy video
Project Factsheet
Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets
Ocean Literacy booklet
Website

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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Develop new innovative learning elements – CoderDojo (Task 3.3)

#10
Date
Location
Partner name
Type of action or event
Action or event name

27 February 2016
Galway, Ireland
NUI Galway
Other
Communication Campaign, Launch of Coderdojo Future Ocean
Competition

Event description
n.a.
Partner role

Speaker
Facilitator

Partner role description (details)
n.a.
How did you engage with people
Engagement with parents and children, very interactive session, worked well. NUI Galway tweeted about
the coderdojo competition launch.
Target audience

General public
Other

Audience description
Parents and children. Size of the audience – 100.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Parents and children reacted very well. The launch was advertised via local radio to promote the event and
there were 100 attendees. They loved the idea of children developing the games and getting recognition for
this in a European scale project.
Future perspective of collaboration
Future contact in terms of nominating the winning games and having an awards ceremony in June 2016.
Resources distributed or shown

Increasing Ocean Literacy video
Project Factsheet
Ocean Literacy booklet
Website

Final remarks and considerations
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#11
Date
11 June 2016
Location
Galway, Ireland
Partner name
NUI Galway
Type of action or event
Other
Action or event name
Communication Campaign, Award Ceremony
Event description
Ceremony with Veronica McCauley and Anthony Grehan
Partner role
Facilitator
Partner role description (details)
n.a.
How did you engage with people
Engaged with 60 parents and children. Very lively atmosphere, great excitement on the day given it was an
awards ceremony. There were award announcements, photos and lots of twitter activity.
Target audience

General public
Other

Audience description
Parents and children. Size of the audience – 60.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Parents and children reacted very well and the content of the games reflected their knowledge, insights and
experiences.
Future perspective of collaboration
The coderdojo network in Ireland and the reach available by having the games on the Sea Change website
and the MIT website (https://scratch.mit.edu/users/SeaChange/)
Resources distributed or shown

Game
Website

Final remarks and considerations
Event was very successful in terms of follow ups, dissemination and networking for Sea Change.
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#12
Date
14 March 2016
Location
Lund, Sweden
Partner name
UGOT
Type of action or event
Other
Action or event name
Coderdojo competition
Event description
Coderdojo competition as part of T3.3. The competition was launched on the 14 March 2016 and finished
on the 21 May 2016.
Partner role
Speaker
Other
Partner role description (details)
I gave an introduction on Sea Change and showed available videos. I also handed out a questionnaire on
Ocean Literacy and monitored children during their creation of ocean games (part of T3.7).
How did you engage with people
Through oral and visual presentation and by talking to the children (7-17 years of age) individually. It was
effective, they listened and asked questions and learned.
Target audience

Students

Audience description
It was an after school event were 25 children (7-17 years old) took part. Although only two teams took part
in the competition at the end.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
They were amazed and asked several questions (out of curiosity). The questions you give examples here
cannot be applied to these youngsters.
Future perspective of collaboration
n.a.
Resources distributed or shown

Increasing Ocean Literacy video
Website
The Increasing Ocean Literacy video and webpage was shown as part
of the presentation.

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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Develop and pilot the concept of “Blue Schools” as a long-term empowering initiative (Task 3.4)

#13
Date
28 July 2016
Location
Barcelona
Partner name
SUBMON
Type of action or event
Other
Action or event name
Blue Schools workshop
Event description
Recruitment of people for Blue Schools workshop.
Partner role

Speaker
Other

Partner role description (details)
n.a.
How did you engage with people
We got in touch directly with different profiles of people who were suitable for this workshop.
Target audience

Teachers
Other educational professionals
Scientists
Government officials

Audience description
n.a.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
They were interested, specifically on the task of Blue Schools as most of the non-coastal schools in Spain are
not aware of ocean issues.
Future perspective of collaboration
Educational projects.
Resources distributed or shown

Increasing Ocean Literacy video
Our Ocean Our Oxygen video
Website

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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Establish and develop a peer community of marine educators (EMSEA) (Task 3.6)

#14
Date
Location
Partner name
Type of action or event

29 September – 1 October 2015
Crete, Greece
MBA
Conference
Thematic day
EMSEA15

Action or event name
Event description
EMSEA conference helps to develop the network which is part of Sea Change. The project was a major focus
of the conference.
Partner role

Speaker
Facilitator

Partner role description (details)
n.a
How did you engage with people
Sea Change project discussed throughout the conference. New partnerships formed.
Target audience

Teachers
Other educational professionals
Students
Scientists

Audience description
n.a
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
n.a
Future perspective of collaboration
We hope the EMSEA network will grow throughout the duration of Sea Change.
Resources distributed or shown

Increasing Ocean Literacy video
Project Factsheet
Ocean Literacy booklet
Website

Final remarks and considerations
n.a
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#15
Date
Location
Partner name
Type of action or event
Action or event name
Event description
n.a.

29 September 2015
Heraklion, Crete, Greece
EUROGEO
Conference
EMSEA Conference 2015

Partner role
Partner role description (details)
n.a.

Participant

How did you engage with people
As a participant I used my time to talk with the other participants and get to know their ideas, concerns on
the one hand, and promote Sea Change on the other hand.
Target audience

Teachers
Other educational professionals
Students
Scientists

Audience description
n.a.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
I didn't really give a presentation there. But during the breaks showed them the material we developed so
far, including the promotional materials.
Future perspective of collaboration
n.a.
Resources distributed or shown

Increasing Ocean Literacy video
Our Ocean Our Oxygen video
Human Health and the Ocean video
Project Factsheet
Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets
Ocean Literacy booklet
Website

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#16
Date
28 September - 1 October 2015
Location
Crete, Greece
Partner name
AquaTT
Type of action or event
Conference
Action or event name
EMSEA 2015 conference
Event description
The Third European Marine Science Educators Association's (EMSEA) Conference was organized by the
Hellenic Centre for Marine Research in cooperation with the Cretaquarium.
The EMSEA15 conference focussed on:
- evaluating actions and methods as well as their impact on diverse audiences, including schools and
aquariums
- looking ahead into the future and shaping 'the way forward' for Ocean Literacy in Europe and beyond
There was an excellent selection of talks from around Europe and from our colleagues in the USA and Brazil.
Partner role

Participant

Partner role description (details)
n.a.
How did you engage with people
Participation in workshops, activities and attending presentations in the context of the Sea Change project.
Target audience

Teachers
Other educational professionals

Audience description
n.a.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
We didn't present Sea Change at this
Future perspective of collaboration
n.a.
Resources distributed or shown

Project Factsheet

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#17
Date
28 September - 1 October 2015
Location
Crete, Greece
Partner name
UNESCO
Type of action or event
Conference
Action or event name
European Marine Science Educators Association Conference
Event description
The 3rd EMSEA Conference focused on evaluating actions and methods as well as their impact on diverse
audiences, including schools and aquariums. The second part of the Conference focused on looking ahead
into the future and shaping 'the way forward' for Ocean Literacy in Europe and beyond.
Partner role

Participant

Partner role description (details)
I was a participant in the conference, and I didn't have any active role.
How did you engage with people
This focused mainly on networking with people on developing new initiatives on ocean literacy.
Target audience

Teachers
Other educational professionals
Scientists

Audience description
This EMSEA conference, as well as the previous editions, was mainly attended by scientists, teachers and
educators such as people working in aquariums and museums.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Sea Change project was perceived as a major step forward for the implementation of ocean literacy in
Europe, as a catalyzer of future ocean literacy activities in Europe and beyond.
Future perspective of collaboration
One of the main outcomes of this conference was the establishment of an EMSEA group for the
Mediterranean.
Resources distributed or shown

Project Factsheet
Website
The general project material information were distributed.

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#18
Date
Location
Partner name
Type of action or event
Action or event name
Event description
n.a.

28 September 2015
Heraklion, Crete, Greece
UGOT
Conference
EMSEA 2015

Partner role

Participant

Partner role description (details)
Géraldine Fauville was one of the EMSEA delegates.
How did you engage with people
n.a.
Target audience

Teachers
Scientists

Audience description
It's mainly marine educators and scientists taking part in EMSEA.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
n.a.
Future perspective of collaboration
It's important to be part of conferences and network with delegates.
Resources distributed or shown

n.a.

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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Think Big, Think Ocean (Task 4.1)

#19
Date
Location

15, 18, 19 February 2016
Maritime Museum and Aquarium
Gothenburg, Sweden
UGOT
Workshops
Think Big, Think Ocean Video Contest

Partner name
Type of action or event
Action or event name
Event description
Four small workshops to get participants to the competition.
The events were held during 3 days in the same week. This week all the children are on a school holiday and
many gather at the museums.
Partner role
Partner role description (details)
n.a

Speaker

How did you engage with people
I showed the audience the cartoons from Sea for Society (this really worked!) - and talked about Sea Change
and the competition.
But it was hard to get full engagement, as so many other things at the Museum were tempting to the
visitors.
People were interested in the competition and worked on an idea and then recorded it on their mobile
phones. They sent their films to me, so that I could upload them directly. To offer help and guidance was
important.
Target audience
Audience description
n.a

General public

How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
The general public wasn't aware of Ocean Literacy, so these questions don't really apply here.
Future perspective of collaboration
It would be good to have a dedicated theme week on Ocean Literacy at the Maritime Museum and
Aquarium.
Resources distributed or shown

Website
Other

Final remarks and considerations
n.a
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#20
Date
29 July 2016
Location
Barcelona
Partner name
SUBMON
Type of action or event
Other
Action or event name
Think Big, Think Ocean - SIPP event
Event description
Starting the recruitment of people for the task 4.1, SIPP event.
Partner role
Speaker
Other
Partner role description (details)
We explained what Sea Change Project and SIPP event are.
How did you engage with people
We got in touch directly with people.
Target audience

General public
Teachers
Other educational professionals
Scientists
Government officials

Audience description
n.a.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
They were interested on the project, as all of them agreed that there is a lack of ocean knowledge.
Future perspective of collaboration
Future collaboration in educational and marine projects.
Resources distributed or shown

Ocean Literacy booklet
Website
Other - Think Big, Think Ocean videos

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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Citizen Science Ocean Initiative (Task 4.3)

#21
Date
05 August 2016
Location
Barcelona
Partner name
SUBMON
Type of action or event
Citizen science project
Action or event name
Crabs Project
Event description
We started recruiting people for the task 4.3 of citizen science. Specifically, we talked with different scouts
groups of Catalonia explaining what Sea Change Project and citizen science are. Then, we have invited them
to participate on the first trial.
Partner role
Speaker
Other
Partner role description (details)
We were responsible of recruitment people for the citizen science trial. We also were responsible of
introducing what Sea Change Project is.
How did you engage with people
We engaged people talking to them directly, explaining with detail what Sea Change Project is.
Target audience

General public
Other

Audience description
General public and children, as they will be really interested on the citizen science task.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
They were really impressed about the main objective of Sea Change, they defined the project as amazing
and interesting. They agreed that nowadays people is not aware about ocean issues. They were also
impressed with this task, as they did not know all the different species of crabs that they could find at the
Catalan coast.
Future perspective of collaboration
Future collaborations with marine activities.
Resources distributed or shown

Website

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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Governance Consultation: Marine Litter (Task 5.2)

#22
Date
Location

T Maes: 31 August 2016
Cefas Laboratory (all interviews were carried out via Skype)
Lowestoft, Suffolk, UK
CEFAS
Consultation
Governance Consultation: Marine Litter

Partner name
Type of action or event
Action or event name
Event description
Cefas is currently conducting a UK consultation with government and policy decision makers about the
interface between science and policy. The topic of the consultation is Marine Litter.
Partner role
Partner role description (details)
n.a

Facilitator

How did you engage with people
We are aiming to interview 4 individuals from governance. Individuals have been identified and approached
by email/phone. Two of them have already responded positively and one of them has already been
interviewed. Approaching individuals from the governance sector remains a challenge, in spite of Cefas'
connections and credibility.
Target audience

Scientists
Government officials

Audience description
We have approached individuals identified as decision makers and policy people who have a connection
with the marine environment.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
The first of the interviews went well. We introduced the Sea Change project to them as well as the concept
of Ocean Literacy.
Future perspective of collaboration
We will stay in touch with the interviewees and share with them the final EU consultation report.
Resources distributed or shown
Website - In the information sent to the interviewees prior to the
interview, we provided information about Sea Change as well as a link
to the website.
Final remarks and considerations
The interviewee seemed reasonable interested in the Sea Change project.
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Carry out communication activities in conjunction with established thematic days (Task 6.1)

#23
Date
6 June 2016
Location
Gothenburg, Sweden
Partner name
UGOT
Type of action or event
Thematic day
Action or event name
Charismatic Data in Marine Plastic Pollution Science & Advocacy
Event description
Part of World Oceans Day celebration activities
Partner role

Participant
Other

Partner role description (details)
The event was mainly organized by professor Åsa Mäkitalo (also in Sea Change).
How did you engage with people
It was a seminar held by Dr. Max Liboiron, University of Newfoundland. People were engaged by the subject
(marine plastic pollution) - the audience asked questions and received answers. After the seminar we all
had coffee and cookies, and the audience could continue have more informal chats with the presenter.
Target audience

Other educational professionals
Scientists

Audience description
Size of the audience - 14
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Only a very brief introduction was made on Sea Change, as the main event was the guest speaker.
Future perspective of collaboration
All names were recorded making future collaborations possible.
Resources distributed or shown

Project Factsheet
Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets
Website

Final remarks and considerations
n.a
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#24
Date
8 June 2016
Location
Graz, Austria
Partner name
ECSITE
Type of action or event
Other
Action or event name
Sea Change Action on the World Ocean Day
Event description
Ecsite used its Annual Conference as a platform for further communication and dissemination on the
importance of the Ocean by holding a Sea Change action on June 8th. An open survey capturing people's
opinions and viewpoints on the importance of the Ocean in their daily lives was complemented by fact
cards which were disseminated widely throughout the venue, reaching an estimated count of ~400 people.
Partner role
Facilitator
Partner role description (details)
14 most alluring but also important facts about the Ocean were selected and used to produce 7 fact cards
which were distributed throughout the venue where an Ecsite pre-conference took place. In addition, Ecsite
organized a survey station inviting people to submit their answer to the question: What is the role of the
Ocean in my daily life?
How did you engage with people
The fact cards were in general received well and served as an additional promotion tool for both, the Sea
Change project and World Ocean Day.
The survey, however, did not generate a lot of interest and in fact only a dozen of answers or so were
collected despite the fact that the station was in the main hall and could not be overlooked. The low
response rate could be explained by the use of a wrong trigger question. However, many people simply
"looked the other way" rather than getting engaged. Printed materials about the Sea Change project as well
as the World Ocean Day were available on the site.
Target audience

Other educational professionals
Scientists
Business and industrial partners
Other

Audience description
The Ecsite Annual Conference attracts a wide spectrum of people, ranging from science center/museum
staff, educators, program officers, curators, directors, etc. to exhibition companies, makers' space/fab lab
explainers and educators, private companies, science journalists and more.
Size of the audience - ~400
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
The fact cards were accepted as an entertaining and educational tool but the survey failed to attract a
critical mass of people. My personal feeling was a lack of personal and professional interest in the Ocean.
Future perspective of collaboration
n.a.
Resources distributed or shown

Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets
Ocean Literacy booklet
Website

Final remarks and considerations
In addition, to the two project outputs, fact cards were produced along with a short summary of the World
Ocean Day.
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#25
Date
10 June 2016
Location
Oostende, Belgium
Partner name
VLIZ
Type of action or event
Thematic day
Action or event name
World Ocean Day 2016
Event description
Celebration of World Ocean Day. This event consisted of presentations by science and art experts, and
there was a 'sea market' where several stakeholders had their booth, as well as a marine art exhibition,
created by the Oostende art academy.
Partner role

Speaker
Facilitator
Participant

Partner role description
VLIZ co-organized the WOD event. Jan Seys (VLIZ) gave a talk about the ocean, and Jan Mees, director of
VLIZ, announced the winners of the Think Big Think Ocean ideas contest. During this ceremony, he handed
over the GoPro camera to the European winner Safe Coastal Tourism.
How did you engage with people
By explaining about Sea Change just before awarding the winners of the Think Big, Think Ocean ideas
contest, and by networking on the reception that was held after all the public talks were finished. This
reception was held at the Sea Market.
Target audience

General public
Other

Audience description
Artists. Size of the audience - 230
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
People seemed impressed by the winners of the Think Big, Think Ocean ideas contest, and thought that it
was good to have the topic of Safe Coastal Tourism on the table.
Future perspective of collaboration
WOD will be organized next year, and there will be collaboration with several partners (like the Belgian
Lifesaving Organization) to get the next WOD focusing on dangers or safety of the sea. This will fit well with
the online information platform we are developing for WP 4.2.
Resources distributed or shown

Website
Other
We showed the winning video of the Think Big, Think Ocean ideas
contest, and the winners were also present at the event.

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#26
Date
16 November 2015
Location
São Martinho do Porto, Portugal
Partner name
CIÊNCIA VIVA
Type of action or event
Thematic Day
Action or event name
National Ocean Day
Event description
Celebration of National Ocean Day by the Eco-School 2, 3 of São Martinho do Porto (center of Portugal), in
partnership with the Council of the City of Alcobaça.
Partner role

Participant

Partner role description (details)
n.a.
How did you engage with people
Distributing the leaflets to the participants in the celebration.
Target audience

Teachers
Students

Audience description
Size of the audience – 12 teachers and 300 students.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
n.a.
Future perspective of collaboration
Ciência Viva has collaborated with the City Council of Alcobaça on different occasions, namely the Ciência
Viva initiative Science in Summer. Possible stakeholder for the dissemination of Sea Change resources.
Resources distributed or shown

Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#27
Date
25 May 2015
Location
Lisbon, Portugal
Partner name
CIÊNCIA VIVA
Type of action or event
Thematic Day
Action or event name
Ocean Week at Ciência Viva School
Event description
During the whole week the children at the Primary School of Ciência Viva at the Pavilion of Knowledge
worked about marine topics and Friday received the visit of researcher Ana Faria, from MARE, ISPAInstituto Universitário. Ana Faria is a specialist about the impact of ocean acidification on the marine
environment. The Ciência Viva Primary School is a pilot project resulting from a partnership of the Pavilion
of Knowledge with the Lisbon City Council that enables classes to have classes at the science center for a
whole week.
Partner role
Other
Partner role description (details)
Organizer
How did you engage with people
The topics of ocean health were previously worked with the teachers and the whole class developed
hands-on activities about the ocean during the week and prepared questions for the researcher.
Target audience

Teachers
Students

Audience description
2 classes of primary school children and their teachers.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Very positively.
Future perspective of collaboration
Possible participation in other marine activities, namely the Ocean Teacher´s Conference.
Resources distributed or shown

n.a.

Final remarks and considerations
Videos or leaflets could not be shown because they are not translated, which is indispensable for this age
group.
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#28
Date
8-12 June 2016
Location
Lisbon, Portugal
Partner name
CIÊNCIA VIVA
Type of action or event
Thematic Day
Action or event name
World Ocean Day
Event description
A special programme on marine topics was held at the Pavilion of Knowledge and outreach activities in the
neighborhood. The hands-on activities proposed to the public were very diverse, from making ice cream
with algae to building an aquarium. As the beach is very popular in summer, a special leaflet was prepared
alerting for the risk of UV exposure for the skin. Marine Cart Bikes with the Sea Change logo were prepared
with quizzes and simple activities for “Busquing”. 1406 participants were engaged with Sea Change during
the week.
Partner role

Other

Partner role description (details)
The Pavilion of Knowledge – Ciência Viva organized and developed the activity.
How did you engage with people
Inviting people that were visiting our science centre and that were passing in the neighboring region to
participate in our hands-on activities.
Target audience

General public

Audience description
Families at the science centre and in the neighboring region. Size of the action – 1406.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
People liked the activities and want to know more about the ocean.
Future perspective of collaboration
n.a.
Resources distributed or shown

Book markers specially prepared for the event “The sun on your skin”
with the Sea Change logo. The markers were given as a prize for the
Marine Cart Bike quiz.

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#29
Date
8 June 2016
Location
Paris - UNESCO's HQ, France
Partner name
UNESCO
Type of action or event
Thematic day
Action or event name
World Oceans Day 2016
Event description
The event comprised two round tables, one on ocean science communication, and the other one on the
2030 UN agenda. In addition a UNESCO campus was organized. The UNESCO Campus is part of a series of
thematic conferences organized by UNESCO, in partnership with the Engie Foundation. The idea is to
educate youth about current social, educational and environmental challenges, thus helping them in
becoming responsible citizens. The theme was marine litter.
Partner role

Other

Partner role description (details)
One of the organizers
How did you engage with people
The engagement worked in different ways according to the different audiences. For what regards the round
tables, the audience was made of diplomats and scientists. They were engaged through specific questions
on thematic issues. For what regards the UNESCO campus the engagement was done through the use of
games and videos.
I think in both case it worked very well, in the future I would probably just allow more time for discussion
and dialogues.
Target audience

Students
Scientists
Government officials

Audience description
The audience was made of diplomats and scientists representing the UNESCO Member States, and also
students.
Size of the audience – 500
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Sea Change project is considered very important as it is the first one that is working on ocean literacy in
Europe.
What was particularly appreciated was that the project is taking into account what was done previously on
ocean literacy, and then implement engagement activities with different audiences.
For Member States outside Europe it was considered as a good example of what could be done in other
regions of the world.
Future perspective of collaboration
Future perspective of collaboration regards how to work on ocean literacy in other regions of the world.
Resources distributed or shown

Project Factsheet
Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets
The factsheets were distributed during the event, but also a booklet
on ocean science communication good practices was developed for
the event, and Sea Change was included as one of the good practices.

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#30
Date
28 – 29 May 2015
Location
Athens, Greece
Partner name
WON
Type of action or event
Thematic Day
Action or event name
European Maritime Day
Event description
Stakeholder conference organized by the DG Mare of the EU Commission.
Partner role

Participant

Partner role description (details)
WON supported the booth organized by Sea for Society, and used this opportunity to inform SfS partners
and other stakeholders of Sea Change project and activities.
How did you engage with people
Discussion with Sea for Society partners and especially EurOcean.
Target audience

Scientists
Business and industrial partners
Government officials

Audience description
Maritime stakeholders
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
n.a.
Future perspective of collaboration
n.a.
Resources distributed or shown

n.a.

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#31
Date
Location
Partner name
Type of action or event
Action or event name
Event description
n.a.

8 June 2016
All around the world
WON
Thematic Days
World Ocean Day

Partner role

Other

Partner role description (details)
WON actively encouraged participation of Sea Change partners in World Ocean Day and promoted Sea
Change messages and tools to all its participants.
Promotion of World Ocean Day to Sea Change partners. Promotion of Sea Change’s actions and material to
WON partners and WOD public. Promotion of Sea Change partners’ action for World Ocean Day.
How did you engage with people
Promotion was done using various channels of communication: the Blue Society Facebook page, Sea Change
page on WON website and a series of emailing’s to WON contacts - about 2000 contacts Europe &
Worldwide. This emailing invited organizations to set up and register an event for the World Ocean Day,
and provided links to useful resources, including Sea Change. WON also promoted the UN annual World
Ocean Day photo contest and encouraged Sea Change partners to promote it too, so that many could
celebrate the theme “Healthy Ocean, Healthy Planet”.
WON supported Ciência Viva’s effort to celebrate World Ocean Day at the ECSITE conference, especially
during the pre-conference events organized on June 8. This was done with “Did you know” questions to
participants and inviting them to give their pledge for the Ocean and to visit Sea Change website (this also
relates to Task 6.2, as it contributes to mobilize ECSITE members).
The information collected by WON on partners’ programs was also made available on the new UNESCO
World Ocean Day webpages.
Target audience

General public

Audience description
Most of WOD events target general public, families, young people and passersby.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
n.a.
Future perspective of collaboration
This effort aimed at making Sea Change more visible, and at preparing the ground for a strong participation
of Sea Change partners in World Ocean Day 2017.
Resources distributed or shown

Project Factsheet
Ocean Literacy booklet

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#32
Date
18 - 19 May 2016
Location
Turku, Finland
Partner name
WON
Type of action or event
Thematic Day
Action or event name
European Maritime Day
Event description
Stakeholder conference organized by the DG Mare of the EU Commission.
Partner role

Participant

Partner role description (details)
Contacts and informal discussions to raise awareness of stakeholders about Sea Change and Ocean Literacy
and to prepare the ground for a more formal presence at the EMD 2017.
How did you engage with people
Discussion with EurOcean and EurOcean members, with the Atlantic Action Plan, and other business
organisations, and with various Baltic organisations (including ResponSEAble partners). Discussion with EU
officers from DG Mare and DG Research.
Target audience

Scientist
Business and industrial partners
Government officials
Other

Audience description
Maritime stakeholders and NGO’s.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
More interested in concrete education initiatives and actual results in link with marine and maritime
challenges, eg. for instance plastic pollution; less interested in processes and education per se.
Future perspective of collaboration
Proposing a session for EMD 2017.
Resources distributed or shown

Project Factsheet

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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Engage and collaborate with science centres, museum and aquaria (Task 6.2)

#33
Date
Location
Partner name
Type of action or event
Action or event name

3-4 November 2015
Milan, Italy
CIÊNCIA VIVA
Conference
Annual Conference of the Ecsite Space Group at the National Museum
of Science and Technology Leonardo Da Vinci.

Event description
Engagement with science centers and museums of the Ecsite Space Group and the European Space Agency
to propose the development of resources about the role of ocean in climate change and of satellite imaging
to monitor ocean health. The proposal was accepted for development in 2017-2018 and will be further
detailed at the Ecsite Conference 2017 in Porto. The Ecsite Space Group produces exhibitions and open
educative resources that Ecsite members can download and use freely.
Partner role

Speaker

Partner role description (details)
Co-chair of Ecsite Space Group.
How did you engage with people
Presentation of Sea Change, highlighting the role of the ocean in our lives while insisting on the importance
to promote public awareness of the new Copernicus system to the public and its capability to deliver
precise imaging about ocean health, namely algae blooms and physical parameters.
Target audience

Other educational professionals
Scientists
Business and industrial partners
Other

Audience description
Museum and science centres educators and designers, space and industry experts, including ESA
representatives.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
The proposal was very positively received and accepted, as one of the satellites of the Copernicus system is
dedicated to ocean observation.
Future perspective of collaboration
The resources will be developed in a timeline 2017–18.
Resources distributed or shown

Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#34
Date
7-8 June 2016
Location
Graz, Austria
Partner name
CIÊNCIA VIVA
Type of action or event
Conference
Action or event name
Ecsite 2016 – Pre-conference of the Ecsite Space Group
Event description
Presentation of a draft alignment for a future exhibition and resources about Ocean and Climate, combining
space images with information about marine life (e.g. plankton and their role in producing oxygen, algae
blooms, coral bleaching) and using information and resources from Sea Change.
Partner role

Speaker

Partner role description (details)
Co-chair of the Ecsite Space Group.
How did you engage with people
Presentation.
Target audience

Other educational professions
Business and industrial partners
Other

Audience description
Museum and science centres educators and designers, space and industry experts, including ESA
representatives.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Positively
Future perspective of collaboration
It was accepted for development as a pilot project for 2017-2018.
Resources distributed or shown

n.a.

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#35
Date
9 June 2016
Location
Graz, Austria
Partner name
CIÊNCIA VIVA
Type of action or event
Conference
Action or event name
Assessing behavioral change
Event description
Session at the Ecsite Conference using examples from ocean conservation projects and exhibitions, namely
Sea Change. Panel with Manuel Cira (WON and Nausicaa, France) and Guglielmo Maglio (Città de la Scienza,
Italy).
Partner role

Speaker

Partner role description (details)
Ciência Viva organized the panel and submitted it to the Ecsite Conference.
How did you engage with people
Presentation
Target audience

Other educational professions
Other

Audience description
Educators, science communicators, exhibition designers, specialists from NGOs.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Positively
Future perspective of collaboration
Contacts were exchanged for future collaborations.
Resources distributed or shown

Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#36
Date
11- 13 June 2015
Location
Trento, Italy
Partner name
WON
Type of action or event
Conference
Action or event name
ECSITE Annual Conference
Event description
Annual conference of the European Network of Science centres and museums.
Partner role

Participant

Partner role description (details)
WON supported the booth organized by Sea for Society, and used this opportunity to inform SfS partners
and other stakeholders of Sea Change project and activities.
How did you engage with people
Discussions with ECSITE members to establish a Marine thematic group.
Target audience

Other educational professionals

Audience description
Science museum professionals.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
n.a.
Future perspective of collaboration
Organisation of an Ocean Pre-conference day.
Resources distributed or shown

n.a.

Final remarks and considerations
n.a
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#37
Date
9 – 11 June 2016
Location
Graz, Austria
Partner name
WON
Type of action or event
Conference
Action or event name
ECSITE Annual Conference
Event description
Annual conference of the network of the European Network of Science centres and museums.
Partner role

Speaker
Participant

Partner role description (details)
n.a.
How did you engage with people
WON participation in Ciência Viva led session on “Assessing behavioral change” referring to Sea Change
project and activities.
Target audience

Other educational professionals

Audience description
Science museum professionals.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Interested in sharing experiences and best practices.
Future perspective of collaboration
Other sessions at future ECSITE conferences.
Resources distributed or shown

Project Factsheet

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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Engage with other initiatives and programmes involved in Ocean Literacy and related seas and
ocean issues (Task 6.3)

#38
Date
30 June – 3 July 2015
Location
Newport, Rhode Island, USA
Partner name
MBA
Type of action or event
Conference
Action or event name
National Marine Educators Association Conference
Event description
Present Sea Change - 45 minute presentation on Sea Change - title 'Sea Change - Ocean Literacy across the
Pond'
Partner role
Speaker
Partner role description (details)
n.a
How did you engage with people
Engaged through the presentation and throughout the conference had informal conversations with
delegates on what we want to achieve with Sea Change. As Sea Change was in the earlier stages the
presentation focused on the WP's and what we hope to achieve so it was a bit dry but did prompt some
questions from the audience.
Target audience

Teachers
Other educational professionals
Students
Scientists

Audience description
NMEA conference has a global audience. Over 300 delegates which included people from Taiwan, China,
South Africa and Japan as well as the States.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
There was a good reaction with a number of questions. Delegates thought the project was intending to do
great things, ambitious but could achieve a lot. Also impressed that the European Commission had funded
Ocean Literacy. Also willingness from the audience to engage with the project and promote our resources.
Future perspective of collaboration
EMSEA has a long association with NMEA and we will continue to do so and as EMSEA as seen as a big part
of Sea Change legacy then attendance at NMEA conferences is extremely important.
Resources distributed or shown

Project Factsheet

Final remarks and considerations
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#39
Date
1 February 2016
Location
MBA
Partner name
MBA
Type of action or event
Meeting
Action or event name
Network meeting of South West Marine Educators
Event description
The purpose of the meeting was to inform educators of the work of Sea Change, how they could get
involved and future networking opportunities.
Partner role
Partner role description (details)
n.a.

Facilitator

How did you engage with people
Facilitating the meeting between educators giving them the opportunity to say what they have been doing
regarding marine education in their areas, how we could collaborate, etc.
Target audience
Audience description
Size of the audience - 20

Other educational professionals

How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
There was a good reaction to the work of Sea Change and also EMSEA as another reason for the meeting
was to explore the idea of an EMSEA UK network. Not all had heard about Ocean Literacy so good
opportunity to tell them more.
Future perspective of collaboration
I hope to have a follow up meeting in the autumn and continue to work with educators in the South West
and looked to expand the network and inform about the progress of Sea Change.
Resources distributed or shown

Increasing Ocean Literacy video
Project Factsheet
Ocean Literacy booklet
Newsletter #1
Website

The resources were well received
Final remarks and considerations
I think developing networks like this within Sea Change is good for legacy.
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#40
Date
11-13 March 2016
Location
Field Studies Centre, Millport, Scotland
Partner name
MBA
Type of action or event
Conference
Action or event name
Porcupine Marine Natural History Society
Event description
Annual conference for members of the society. Asked to present on Ocean Literacy
Title of presentation - Ocean literacy: The wider context of education & communication on the marine
environment
Partner role
Partner role description (details)
n.a

Speaker

How did you engage with people
Presentation and also informal conversation with delegates during the 3 day conference.
Target audience

General public
Other educational professionals
Students
Scientists

Audience description
PMNHS has mixed memberships who attend conference from professional scientists to natural history
enthusiasts. Size of the audience – 70.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Good reaction to the presentation. Not many of the audience had heard about Ocean Literacy. Sparked
some interesting questions and also offers to collaborate or be kept informed about the work of Sea
Change.
Future perspective of collaboration
Some participants offered to collaborate or to be kept informed about the work of Sea Change.
Resources distributed or shown

Increasing Ocean Literacy video, Project Factsheet, Ocean Literacy
booklet, Website

Final remarks and considerations
n.a
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#41
Date
Location
Partner name
Type of action or event
Action or event name
Event description
n.a.

24 - 25 September 2015
Copenhagen
MBA
Conference
Transatlantic Ocean Literacy meeting

Partner role

Speaker
Facilitator
Participant

Partner role description (details)
n.a.
How did you engage with people
Speaking and workshop
Target audience

Other educational professionals
Scientists
Government officials

Audience description
n.a.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Positive reaction, many wanted to know more. Good link with European Environment Agency.
Future perspective of collaboration
TOL will be important building block.
Resources distributed or shown

Increasing Ocean Literacy video

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#42
Date
Location
Partner name
Type of action or event
Action or event name
Event description
n.a.

22 April 2016
Marine Institute, Dublin, Ireland
NUI Galway
Meeting
Marine Outreach and Ocean Literacy Meeting

Partner role
Partner role description (details)
n.a.

Participant

How did you engage with people
Spoke about Sea Change and the upcoming education consultations.
Target audience

Teachers
Other educational professionals
Scientists
Business and industrial partners
Government officials

Audience description
Size of the audience - 31
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
People were interested in the Sea Change project and the work being done by all of the European partners.
Future perspective of collaboration
Meetings have now developed into an Ocean Literacy Network in Ireland.
Resources distributed or shown

n.a.

Final remarks and considerations
NUI Galway will continue to promote the Sea Change project and the work being done at future meetings of
the Ocean Literacy Network in Ireland.
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#43
Date
24-25 September 2015
Location
European Environmental Agency (EEA), Copenhagen
Partner name
DTU
Type of action or event
Workshop
Action or event name
Transatlantic Ocean Literacy 2015 Workshop
Event description
Workshop (http://www.conferencemanager.dk/TOL2015) organized by DTU and funded by DASTI Research
Agency. TOL2015 workshop objectives were set up to optimize synergies between researchers and OL
educators, towards a self-sustainable mechanism for making ocean literacy part of the researcher’s daily
workflows. DTU Center for Ocean Life (www.oceanlifecentre.dk/) researchers is also experimenting with
making ocean literacy concept and best practices part of national and EU research grant proposals, and this
could serve as a scalable model for making Ocean Literacy part of research workflows through increasing
chances for grant funding. Two approaches are used to optimize project legacy beyond funding, by making
Ocean Literacy part of standard research workflows:
 Researcher focus:
OL as a tool to add a competitive edge to grant proposals, through public engagement, citizen science and
societal impact (all of which are frequent priorities in Horizon 2020 funding calls).
 Researcher-Teachers professional development:
(as part of WP3) LEARN-TEACH pilot in support of Blue Schools objectives: provide a demonstrator that
researcher-teacher mutual professional development is demand-driven, self-sustainable, and effective at
injecting recent marine research in high-school science and mathematics classes.
Partner role
Speaker
Facilitator
Participant
Partner role description (details)
n.a.
How did you engage with people
Face-to-face to initiate behavior change (among researchers) is essential to build trust, and construct a
model that can be copied in masse by others without "face-to-face" interaction.
Target audience
Teachers
Students
Scientists
Audience description
n.a.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Researchers: Very skeptical, but through demonstration that Ocean Literacy can boost grant proposal
evaluations, researchers are more inclined to be involved. Marie Curie Training Networks and Individual
Fellow prove to be most ready to include concept.
Teachers: Very enthusiastic. Teachers mapped the science curriculum for opportunities where recent
marine research can be included with minimum disruption.
Future perspective of collaboration
Focus on Horizon 2020 applicants (Marie Curie and Societal Challenge 2) to make Ocean Literacy part of
research proposal, and sustain researcher-teacher interactions as part of research projects, thus providing
longevity and sustainability.
Resources distributed or shown
Project Factsheet
Website
Most of the project output was not available at the early stages, but
will certainly be useful to sustain momentum.
Final remarks and considerations
Keep up the good work :)
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#44
Date
10 December 2015
Location
Brussels, Belgium
Partner name
CIÊNCIA VIVA
Type of action or event
Workshop
Action or event name
Towards a Global Outreach Campaign on Marine Litter
Event description
Workshop for exchange of good practice with coordinators of different marine litter projects and
representatives from the EU Commission.
Partner role

Participant

Partner role description (details)
Participation in working group.
How did you engage with people
Participation on the discussion about marine litter and the best way to foster and disseminate this thematic
and the risk to the human health and the health of the ocean.
Target audience

Scientists
Government officials
Other

Audience description
EU project coordinators, EU officials.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
The participants see the Sea Change project has a source to disseminate materials and engage people in this
thematic.
Future perspective of collaboration
Positive perspective of collaboration on WOD events.
Resources distributed or shown

n.a.

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#45
Date
12 April 2016
Location
Lisbon, Portugal
Partner name
CIÊNCIA VIVA
Type of action or event
Conference
Action or event name
Beaches for disable people – Beach for All 2016
Event description
Presentation of projects and exchange of best practice in projects to render beaches accessible to
handicapped people.
Partner role

Participant

Partner role description (details)
Ciência Viva hosted the event.
How did you engage with people
Ciência Viva welcomed the participants and shortly presented Sea Change.
Target audience

Business and industrial partners
Government officials
Other educational professions

Audience description
Officials from local councils that have implemented accessibility projects, namely those responsible for
education and sports or tourism, business and industrial partners, specialists from NGOs, namely from the
Blue Flag, navy officials responsible for beach safety.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Positively.
Future perspective of collaboration
Willing to engage in project activities.
Resources distributed or shown

Project Factsheets

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#46
Date
17-18 June 2016
Location
Lisbon, Portugal
Partner name
CIÊNCIA VIVA
Type of action or event
Conference
Action or event name
2nd Sea Teachers Conference
Event description
Ciência Viva organized the Conference, inviting researchers and specialists from the industry and public
institutes. Workshops with hands-on activities were also organized. The main topics this year were maritime
energy, blue biotechnology, aquiculture and climate change.
Partner role
Other
Partner role description (details)
Ciência Viva hosted and organized the event.
How did you engage with people
The Conference started with a short presentation of Sea Change. The Conference had plenary talks by
specialists and parallel workshops with practical hands-on activities developed in small groups.
Target audience

Teachers
Other educational professionals

Audience description
Teachers from different disciplines (mainly from Geography, Physics and Biology) and different levels, from
primary to secondary education. Size of the audience – 56.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Very enthusiastically.
Future perspective of collaboration
Most teachers demonstrated interest to collaborate in future initiatives of the project.
Resources distributed or shown

Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#47
Date
Location
Partner name
Type of action or event
Action or event name
Event description
n.a.

30 July 2015
Newport, Rhode Island, US
EUROGEO
Conference
NMEA Conference

Partner role

Speaker
Participant

Partner role description (details)
Presentation of the use of GIS to promote ocean literacy.
How did you engage with people
About 30 people attended this hands-on workshop. The majority had almost never used GIS for ocean
research. I felt the people were very interested and got a good intro. More time would have been better.
Target audience

General public
Teachers
Other educational professionals
Scientists
Government officials
Other

Audience description
n.a.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
People were very enthusiastic, for most of them it is a new way of communication.
Future perspective of collaboration
The aim is to develop a portal where everyone can find the needed data.
Resources distributed or shown

n.a.

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#48
Date
11 and 18 April 2015 and 9 May 2015
Location
CIIMAR, Porto, Portugal
Partner name
CIIMAR
Type of action or event
Other
Action or event name
Life-long Training Action
Event description
Certified life-long training action to school teachers and other educational professionals about experimental
teaching in marine and environmental sciences.
Partner role

Speaker
Other

Partner role description (details)
CIIMAR was the organizer and coordinator of the action.
How did you engage with people
Participants were engaged in active discussion during the thematic talks to share their own experience and
promote co-learning and collaboration with fellow participants and researcher speakers. They had also 5
practical sessions in which they carried their own experiments and developed activities to perform with
their own students. According to evaluations performed and spontaneous feedback, the mixed theoretical
and practical formula (50:50) was innovative in this type of action very successful. Participants felt they
were provided state-of-the-art knowledge about topics of actual interest and useful resources for their
professional activity.
Target audience
Teachers, Other educational professionals
Audience description
n.a.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Participants were very interested in the training action. They highlighted the importance of these actions to
increase ocean literacy and provide them with ground updated knowledge, scientific resources and
educational materials about the ocean and marine topics.
Future perspective of collaboration
Organisers of the event were eager to continue further collaboration on this topic and showed their
availability to participate in future events and disseminate Sea Change and our actions to their own
contacts.
Resources distributed or shown

Project Factsheet
Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets
Ocean Literacy booklet
Website
Other
Resources and experimental science activities developed within the
scope of the project.

Final remarks and considerations
The activities carried out are contributing to enhance OL, and help protection of our ocean. They are
providing networking with relevant stakeholders that are becoming ‘multipliers’ of Sea Change message and
will support key interaction about the ocean and its topics after the funded project duration.
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#49
Date
Location
Partner name
Type of action or event

22 April 2016
Marine Institute, Wilton Place, Dublin, Irland
AquaTT
Consultation
Other
Irish Ocean Literacy & Marine Outreach meeting

Action or event name
Event description
AquaTT organised a meeting with Irish Ocean Literacy stakeholders under the Sea Change brand. The goal was to
instigate the formation of a self-sustaining network of organisations and individuals who share a common goal of
achieving an Ocean Literate Ireland.
Partner role

Speaker
Facilitator
Participant

Partner role description (details)
The Irish Ocean Literacy Network was formed as a direct result of the meeting. Funding was offered by the Marine
Institute in Ireland to recruit a part-time secretariat for the Irish Ocean Literacy Network. The network will assess
synergies, share knowledge, cooperate and collaborate to achieve the goal of an Ocean Literacy Ireland. It will remain
active after the duration of the project and will be a legacy of the Sea Change project.
We followed up with participants of a particularly engaging think tank on Ocean Literacy from the Sea for Society
project. There was a clear desire to collaborate with other organisations with such a similar mandate but there was no
direction to do so and there was a disappointment that the initial think tank was a part of a project for which fund was
almost out. We brought these people together again under the Sea Change project with the aim to make a selfsustaining network which didn't rely on project funding to bring people together.
How did you engage with people
The engagement involved a presentation of the Sea Change project, a brief introduction to all attendees and a critical
discussion to discuss the logistics of forming a self-sustaining Ocean Literacy Network. It worked well because
discussions previous to the event encouraged on of the participants, the Marine Institute to approve a small amount of
funding to help keep the network running on a part-time basis. It was difficult to get people to commit to steering
committee roles at first but as soon as some key players bought in, more followed suit.
Target audience

Teachers
Other educational professionals
Scientists
Business and industrial partners

Audience description
n.a.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
People reacted positively to the project. They really liked the campaign video. They asked if they could use the video
and other resources from the project in their Ocean Literacy activities. They felt that this project was relevant to foster
Ocean Literacy however they were concerned about the finite nature of Ocean Literacy projects. They were pleased to
hear about the projects dedicated Ocean Literacy work package.
Future perspective of collaboration
Participants showed interest in future collaboration.
Resources distributed or shown

Our Ocean Our Oxygen video
Project Factsheet
Ocean Literacy booklet

Final remarks and considerations
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#50
Date
25 June 2016
Location
Orlando, USA
Partner name
UGOT
Type of action or event
Conference
Action or event name
National Marine Educators Association for Marine Educations
Event description
Participation in conference National Marine Educators Association for Marine Educations (US and
international).
Partner role
Speaker,
Participant
Partner role description (details)
Géraldine Fauville gave several presentations. One had the following title: “Sea Change, progress and way
forward”.
How did you engage with people
Through oral presentation and one on one meetings. It worked well. The presentation focused on: every
second breath video, consultation on barriers to teaching OL, citizen's idea contest about the ocean,
Coderdojo gaming competition and blue schools.
Target audience

Teachers
Scientists

Audience description
The public was mainly marine educators from the US and some from outside the US. Size of the audience –
40.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
n.a.
Future perspective of collaboration
It's important to participate in conferences, such as the NMEA to spread the word of Sea Change.
Resources distributed or shown

Our Ocean Our Oxygen video
Game

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#51
Date
13-15 June 2016
Location
Paris, France
Partner name
UNESCO
Type of action or event
Workshop
Action or event name
Global Ocean Science Education Workshop
Event description
The 2016 GOSE Workshop focused on the global ocean science education priority topics identified during
the 2015 workshop:
- Climate Change - ocean's effect on climate and the effect of climate change on ocean systems
- Fisheries and Biodiversity (including food security)
- Oceans and Human Health (including coastal resiliency)
Partner role

Facilitator

Partner role description (details)
I was in the organizing team.
How did you engage with people
I organized the event, and I think the level of engagement of the participants was very good. We used the
open space technology, and we also organized a simulation of citizen science project.
Target audience

Scientists
Business and industrial partners
Government officials

Audience description
We had mainly scientists. Size of the audience – 70.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
People were really interested in Sea Change, as the first European project that promotes ocean literacy.
What is clear is that a mechanism for networking and avoiding duplication of initiatives is needed.
Therefore, project like Sea Change with multiple partners are considered very useful in this sense.
Future perspective of collaboration
Enlargement of the Ocean Literacy network to different regions of the world, and also to various types of
stakeholders.
Resources distributed or shown

Project Factsheet
Website

These products were distributed to the participants.
Final remarks and considerations
Sea Change needs to take advantage of all next important events related to the ocean because these are
the places where important actors can be met.
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#52
Date
Location
Partner name
Type of action or event
Action or event name
Event description
n.a.

2 July 2016
Marine Institute, Galway, Ireland
AquaTT
Other - Sea Festival
Seafest 2016

Partner role

Participant

Partner role description (details)
n.a.
How did you engage with people
We had a Sea Change pull up stand, distributed leaflets and promoted the project verbally at an AquaTT
stand at Seafest 2016, Galway
Target audience

General public
Students
Scientists
Business and industrial partners
Government officials

Audience description
Size of the audience – 60 000
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
People thought Sea Change was relevant for fostering Ocean Literacy. People reacted positively to the
project.
Future perspective of collaboration
n.a.
Resources distributed or shown

Project Factsheet
Ocean Literacy booklet
Website
Other

Final remarks and considerations
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#53
Date
14 June 2016
Location
UNESCO, Paris, France
Partner name
WON
Type of action or event
Workshop
Action or event name
GOSE
Event description
The Global Ocean Science Education was focused on three education priority topics: climate change
(ocean’s effect on climate and the effect of climate change on ocean systems), fisheries and biodiversity
(including food security) and oceans and human health (including coastal resiliency).
Partner role

Participant

Partner role description (details)
WON took part in the workshop and participated to break out groups and open space sessions.
How did you engage with people
By contributing to the discussion during break out groups and open space sessions.
Target audience

Other science educators

Audience description
n.a.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Most of participants already knew the project; the other part reacted positively and was interested in it.
Future perspective of collaboration
n.a.
Resources distributed or shown

Project Factsheet

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#54
Date
10 October 2015
Location
Viladecans, Barcelona, Spain
Partner name
SUBMON
Type of action or event
Other
Action or event name
Beach Clean Up
Event description
Beach Clean Up organized for the Ministry of Environment.
Partner role

Speaker
Other

Partner role description (details)
SUBMON was the organizer in charge of the coordination of the beach clean-up.
How did you engage with people
Focusing on Marine liter as a topic. Classification of the debris and litter and categorization depending on
atrophogenic origin.
Target audience

General public
Other

Audience description
Although it was a public-open clean up, most of the participants were from the company Decathlon as an
event of corporate social sensibility.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Participants react with surprise to the high quantity of different types of plastic that were collected during
the beach clean-up.
Future perspective of collaboration
Both with the Spanish Ministry of Environment and with other companies, SUBMON will be conducting
Beaches clean ups during the following years.
Resources distributed or shown

Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets
Ocean Literacy booklet

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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Engage with private sector marine/maritime actors (Task 6.4)

#55
Date
4-6 June 2015
Location
Lisbon, Portugal
Partner name
CIÊNCIA VIVA
Type of action or event
Other: Business Fair
Action or event name
Blue Week
Event description
Business fair organized by the Portuguese Government in the sequence of an International Ministerial
Meeting about the ocean.
Partner role

Other

Partner role description (details)
Stand facilitator.
How did you engage with people
A stand was prepared with information about the ocean literacy projects namely a large plastic bench in
with the shape of a ship with the logo of Sea Change. We made a flyer explaining the project to give the
stakeholders and interacted with hands-on activities.
Target audience

General Public
Teachers
Students
Scientists
Business and industrial partners
Government officials

Audience description
Some local authorities, ambassadors. We had some students and teachers from ocean literacy projects
(classes had already finished).
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Very positive; presidents of city councils, members of government, researchers and industry officials from
different countries engaged with our facilitators.
Future perspective of collaboration
Presidents of city councils wanting to engage in ocean literacy projects.
Resources distributed or shown

Specific leaflet with logo prepared for the event (no Sea Change
materials were available at that time).

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#56
Date
13 January 2016
Location
Lisbon, Portugal
Partner name
CIÊNCIA VIVA
Type of action or event
Conference
Action or event name
HELM – PwC Eurobarometer of the Sea Economy
Event description
The PwC Portugal develops every year a Report on the benchmarking of the Sea Economy. In the last 3
years and due to the networking produced by the ocean literacy projects the Report has been presented at
the Pavilion of Knowledge – Ciência Viva.
Partner role

Participant

Partner role description (details)
Ciência Viva hosted the event and welcomed the participants.
How did you engage with people
A welcome was given at the plenary session mentioning the involvement of Sea Change; a stand was
prepared and the Factsheet distributed to all participants.
Target audience

Business and industrial partners
Scientists
Government officials

Audience description
Industry officials, local authorities from coastal cities, researchers and representatives of the Navy. This year
the event had the participation of the Minister of the Sea. Size of the audience - 185
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Positively, showing availability for future contact.
Future perspective of collaboration
Receptive to invitations to participate in roundtables and science cafés; in some cases receptive to receive
school visits in their premises.
Resources distributed or shown

Project Factsheets

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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Sea Change piggy backing actions and events
#57
Date
Location
Partner name
Type of action or event
Action or event name
Event description
Purpose to present Sea Change

18 March 2016
Brussels
MBA
Conference
Scientix meeting

Partner role
Partner role description (details)
Gave a presentation

Speaker

How did you engage with people
Presentation on Sea Change. It was effective and well received.
Target audience

Teachers
Other educational professionals

Audience description
Size of the audience – 20.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
I was the only presentation that focused on the Ocean which was interesting. Teachers present were keen
to know more about Ocean Literacy and engage with the project. The meeting provided a great opportunity
to engage with the Scientix network which I hope will lead to future collaborations.
Future perspective of collaboration
Good need to work more with Scientix or European Schoolnet. Details of Sea Change are now on their
website. They could help with translation.
Resources distributed or shown

Increasing Ocean Literacy video
Ocean Literacy booklet

Final remarks and considerations
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#58
Date
18 March 2016
Location
Brussels
Partner name
MBA
Type of action or event
Consultation
Action or event name
G7 Science meeting
Event description
Marine litter proposal – workshop
Invited group to work on marine litter action proposal
Partner role
Partner role description (details)
n.a
How did you engage with people
Workshop and writing group

Participant

Target audience

General public
Scientists
Government officials

Audience description
n.a.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Sea Change seen as key to delivery
Future perspective of collaboration
Roll out of proposal
Resources distributed or shown

Increasing Ocean Literacy video
Website

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#59
Date
5 May 2016
Location
Whitaker Institute at NUI Galway, Ireland
Partner name
NUI Galway
Type of action or event
Seminar
Action or event name
Seminar Series
Event description
Presentation delivered by C.Domegan, P.McHugh, V.McCauley and K. Davison entitled 'Collective
Intelligence – An Innovative Research Approach to Promoting Ocean Literacies in Ireland'
Partner role
Partner role description (details)
n.a.

Speaker

How did you engage with people
Presentation with Q&A.
Q&A was very interactive and worked very well.
Target audience

Other educational professionals
Scientists
Business and industrial partners

Audience description
Other = university lecturers and research students across all disciplines in NUI Galway. Size of the audience
– 15.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
People reacted very well. They wanted to hear more about the consultations in WP3 and the results when
available. Others wanted to know more about WP4, the Ideas Contest, the winning ideas and the Ocean
Edge directory. Others wanted the training manuals from WP2.
Future perspective of collaboration
Continuous sharing of results and project outputs via the Sea Change project page on the Whitaker Institute
website. Available at: http://whitakerinstitute.ie/project/sea-change/
Resources distributed or shown

Increasing Ocean Literacy video
Project Factsheet
Ocean Literacy booklet

Final remarks and considerations
Event was very successful in terms of follow ups and networking for Sea Change
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#60
Date
13 April 2016
Location
Galway, Ireland
Partner name
NUI Galway
Type of action or event
Other
Action or event name
Whitaker Institute Research Day
Event description
The NUI Galway team presented the Sea Change project as part of the work of the Social Innovation,
Participation and Policy (SIPP) cluster in the Whitaker Institute.
Partner role
Partner role description (details)
n.a.

Speaker

How did you engage with people
Presentation
Target audience

Other educational professionals
Students

Audience description
Other = University lecturers, research staff. Size of the audience – 55.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
People reacted well and seemed very interested in the work being done in Sea Change
Future perspective of collaboration
Continuous sharing of results and project outputs via the Sea Change project page on the Whitaker Institute
website. Available at: http://whitakerinstitute.ie/project/sea-change/
Resources distributed or shown

n.a.

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#61
Date
3 -4 March and 13 April 2016
Location
Dublin, Ireland
Partner name
NUI Galway
Type of action or event
Workshop
Action or event name
Environmental Behavior Change Training Workshop
Event description
Training Workshop delivered by C. Domegan and P. McHugh
Partner role
Partner role description (details)
n.a.

Facilitator

How did you engage with people
Interactive training sessions with presentation of Sea Change material (training manual from WP2), group
work, individual work, reflections, task completions and participant presentations.
Target audience
Other
Audience description
Non-profit/NGO, public agency or other organization working on environment, community or social issues.
Size of the audience – 17.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Participants were very interested in the Social Innovation training and found it very useful within the
context of their work in developing and designing interventions, campaigns and events and spending time
defining environmental issues, speaking with target groups and co-designing effective solutions together.
Participants felt they really benefitted from this training and would definitely incorporate it in their work
going forward.
Future perspective of collaboration
Participants are requesting further environmental behavioral change training from NUI Galway.
Resources distributed or shown

Increasing Ocean Literacy video
Project Factsheet
Ocean Literacy booklet
Website

Final remarks and considerations
Event was very successful in terms of follow ups and networking for Sea Change.
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#62
Date
12 February 2016
Location
Bruges, Belgium
Partner name
VLIZ
Type of action or event
Conference
Action or event name
VMSD: VLIZ Marine Science Day
Event description
VLIZ Marine Science Day is a one-day conference organized yearly by VLIZ. It invites all Belgian young
marine scientists (most of them PhD or early career post-doc) to attend the conference, to give a
presentation or present a poster, and to network.
Sea Change was represented with a pitch presentation in which the public was encouraged to join the Think
Big, Think Ocean Ideas contest, and to get to know the Sea Change website. We also had a booth in the
conference hall, where we handed out leaflets and flyers and gave information.
Partner role
Speaker
Facilitator
Participant
Partner role description (details)
n.a.
How did you engage with people
During the pitch presentation I explained what Sea Change is about, and what the “Think Big, Think Ocean”
ideas contest is about. I encouraged the public to come and visit me at my booth in the conference hall,
where they would get more information and have a chat.
Target audience

Students
Scientists

Audience description
PhD students, postdoctoral researchers
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Positively, some of the people came to the booth to ask about the Ideas contest. Some were interested in
the gadgets of VLIZ we had put there as an incentive. By the end of the day, people became more informal,
and started to discuss about 'how to engage people in ocean science'.
Future perspective of collaboration
VMSD and VLIZ are very popular among young researchers in Belgium, and through that, they will remain in
contact with us.
Resources distributed or shown

Human Health and the Ocean video
Ocean Literacy booklet
Website

Final remarks and considerations
We mainly used our existing network of VLIZ, as a hub for Sea Change to get some visibility. We hope that
the PhD students will take the information to their supervisors, as these are the ones that send their
students to the VMSD every year.
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#63
Date
November 2015 (several days)
Location
Alverca, Portugal
Partner name
CIÊNCIA VIVA
Type of action or event
Other
Action or event name
Zói – Super Herói
Event description
Theater performance for children about the ocean.
Partner role

Participant

Partner role description (details)
A partnership was established with the Theater Company – we ensured a scientific revision of the play.
How did you engage with people
100 Leaflets distributed to the participating teachers which will disseminate the project to their students.
Target audience

Teachers
Students

Audience description
Schools attending the play. Size of the audience – 100 teachers and 2500 students.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
n.a.
Future perspective of collaboration
Openness of the Theater Company to develop further plays about the theme of the ocean.
Resources distributed or shown

Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#64
Date
13 November 2015
Location
Lisbon, Portugal
Partner name
CIÊNCIA VIVA
Type of action or event
Other
Action or event name
Teacher´s Night
Event description
Every year the Pavilion of Knowledge, headquarters of Ciência Viva, organizes a large free event to present
the exhibitions and activities available to the teachers in that school year. More than 1000 teachers of all
teaching grades participated. A poster about Sea Change and hands-on activities about marine topics were
prepared for this event.
Partner role

Other

Partner role description (details)
Organizer
How did you engage with people
Hands-on activities about marine topics were prepared for this event, collecting addresses of teachers
interested to participate or receive further information about ocean activities.
Target audience

Teachers
Other educational professionals

Audience description
Teachers from different areas and school levels, educators from science centers of the Ciência Viva
network. Size of the audience – 1000.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Very enthusiastically, many teachers interested to participate or receive further information about ocean
activities.
Future perspective of collaboration
n.a.
Resources distributed or shown

Other
At that time the project don’t had disseminate materials. A Poster
explaining the project was shown.

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#65
Date
20 February 2016
Location
Lisbon, Portugal
Partner name
CIÊNCIA VIVA
Type of action or event
Other
Action or event name
Environmental Education: What challenges and tracks
Event description
Study visit to the Pavilion of Knowledge - Ciência Viva and the surrounding area included in a continuous
professional development action for teachers.
Partner role

Speaker
Other

Partner role description (details)
Ciência Viva hosted the event and developed the outdoors visit.
How did you engage with people
A member of the Ciência Viva team welcomed the group and briefly presented the project.
Target audience

Teachers
Other educational professionals
Other

Audience description
Teachers, other educators, members of NGOs. Size of the audience – 67.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
They were very interested in the project and in the ocean literacy concept. Some of them don’t know the
ocean literacy concept.
Future perspective of collaboration
Possible collaborations with their schools and students.
Resources distributed or shown

Project Factsheets

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#66
Date
26 and 27 May 2016
Location
Lisbon
Partner name
CIÊNCIA VIVA
Type of action or event
Conference
Action or event name
SciCom2016
Event description
Annual conference of the Portuguese association of Science comunicators.
Partner role

Participant

Partner role description (details)
Ciência Viva hosted the event.
How did you engage with people
Target audience

Teachers
Other educational professionals
Scientists
Other

Audience description
Educators from Science centres and museums, outreach officials of researchers institutes, researchers,
journalists. Size of the audience – 200.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
n.a.
Future perspective of collaboration
n.a.
Resources distributed or shown

Project Factsheets

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#67
Date
4 August 2016
Location
Lisbon, Portugal
Partner name
CIÊNCIA VIVA
Type of action or event
Other
Action or event name
Lisbon Summer Science Festival – Science at the Helm
Event description
To celebrate 20 years Ciência Viva organized a scientific expedition of young scientists in a caravel replica
and several science festivals along the coast. The Lisbon Festival was organized by the Pavilion of
Knowledge - Ciência Viva and the Sea Change project was represented with teams from Ciência Viva and
CIIMAR. The Festival took place in a garden by the river Tagus, near the Belém Tower.
Partner role

Other

Partner role description (details)
The Pavilion of Knowledge – Ciência Viva organized the Festival in collaboration with other science centers
of the network.
How did you engage with people
Stands with demonstration and practical activities having the ocean as main topic were set up with
researchers and other specialists. The Marine Cart Bikes were used for “busquing”.
Target audience

General public

Audience description
Families and tourists. Size of the audience – 5000.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
People liked the activities and want to know more about the ocean.
Future perspective of collaboration
n.a.
Resources distributed or shown

Book markers “The sun on your skin” with the Sea Change logo were
distributed as a prize for the Marine Cart Bike quiz.

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#68
Date
6 November 2015
Location
Abu Dhabi, UAE
Partner name
EUROGEO
Type of action or event
Conference
Action or event name
UNEP Eye on Earth Conference
Event description
This conference drew more than 800 influencers, policy makers and scientists to discuss issues relating to
awareness rising of sustainable development goals and open data science. It was hosted by the
Environment Agency of Abu Dhabi and was by invitation only. I ran a session on education and SDGs where
we discussed the importance of Ocean Literacy and open data for ocean science education.
Partner role
Speaker
Facilitator
Participant
Partner role description (details)
I ran a 90 minute session on open data and environmental education. Had 4 panelists. I was a speaker in
another session where I introduced the Sea Change project in my talk. I was a participant in other sessions
including staffing a booth on Education for Sustainable Development.
How did you engage with people
I was a speaker, panelist and participant. Unfortunately I did not have any specific literature to provide
delegates. I followed up delegates business cards.
Target audience

Other educational professionals
Scientists
Business and industrial partners
Government officials
Other

Audience description
An invitation only event - high influencers from the UN and UNEP also policy makers, leading scientists and
funders.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
As the project was just starting there was little information to give them. Eye on Earth (UNEP) set up a
special working group on Ocean environments, which I was invited to join.
Future perspective of collaboration
Eye on Earth continues with identifying ways of monitoring and measuring developments in SDGs including the ocean environment. Ongoing capacity building of the initiative has meant we have had the
opportunity to inform others about Sea Change and the tools and resources being developed.
Resources distributed or shown

Newsletter #1
Newsletter #2
Website
Forwarded newsletters to contacts - also included information within
EUROGEO Newsletters - sent each month to 12,000 emails.

Final remarks and considerations
Sea Change has close connections to the UNEP Eye on Earth initiative - through Ocean sustainability and
Education for SDGs as a cross cutting capacity building action.
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#69
Date
9 December 2015
Location
Paris, France
Partner name
EUROGEO
Type of action or event
Conference
Action or event name
COP21 Side Event
Event description
EUROGEO co-organised a side event at COP21 (climate change negotiations) held in Paris. We invited
speakers to discuss aspects of human rights and climate change. Projects like Sea Change were showcased
during the side event.
Partner role

Speaker
Facilitator

Partner role description (details)
I was chair of the side event session on Right to Water. I was a speaker in the session on global warming.
How did you engage with people
I was a host, a facilitator and speaker - so I engaged orally with them.
Target audience

General public
Teachers
Scientists
Government officials

Audience description
The side event was open access to the general public. It was co-hosted by the Council of Europe Working
Group on Democracy and Global Challenges. It was well attended - an audience of more than 200 people
participated.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
We had a very active Q&A - with discussion on main challenges about the right to water and the issues of
the ocean.
Future perspective of collaboration
On-going work with policy makers in the Council of Europe and the issues associated with maritime law,
human rights and climate change.
Resources distributed or shown

Website
Advised participants to visit the Website

Final remarks and considerations
A very prestigious activity which was accompanied by a Twitter campaign.
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#70
Date
31 October – 1 November 2015
Location
Palermo, Italy
Partner name
EUROGEO
Type of action or event
Conference
Action or event name
School on the Cloud second summit
Event description
A summit with about 60 participants (all network members) that took place in. The aim is to look at
strategies and implementations of a future cloud education.
Partner role

Facilitator
Participant

Partner role description (details)
n.a.
How did you engage with people
During breaks was the time to promote Sea Change, as the subject of this meeting was not really focusing
on ocean literacy.
Target audience

General public
Teachers
Other educational professionals
Scientists
Government officials

Audience description
n.a.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Not really a presentation but during breaks the time to give some insight in the project. People were very
interested.
Future perspective of collaboration
This summit gave me some ideas for implementing more cloud resources of Sea Change, ideas that are used
in the iBooks.
Resources distributed or shown

Increasing Ocean Literacy video
Our Ocean Our Oxygen video
Human Health and the Ocean video
Project Factsheet
Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets
Ocean Literacy booklet
Website

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#71
Date
13-14 November 2015
Location
Brussels, Belgium
Partner name
EUROGEO
Type of action or event
Conference
Action or event name
Belgian Geographers Days
Event description
A biennial conference on all issues of concern to geography. It took place at the VUB, Etterbeek, Brussels.
Partner role

Speaker
Facilitator
Participant

Partner role description (details)
I was involved in the organisation & speaker.
How did you engage with people
As there was no time to give a presentation in the normal schedule I used the time of the poster
presentations to promote Sea Change.
Target audience

Teachers
Other educational professionals
Students
Scientists

Audience description
About 200 people attended the conference.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
People were very curious about the next steps of the project: new deliverables like the iBooks and story
maps that will be developed.
Future perspective of collaboration
The idea of a GIS-portal on ocean literacy is something we need to work out.
Resources distributed or shown

Increasing Ocean Literacy video
Our Ocean Our Oxygen video
Human Health and the Ocean video
Project Factsheet
Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets
Ocean Literacy booklet
Website
During the poster sessions and breaks people got information about
Sea Change using all stated materials.

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#72
Date
21 January 2016
Location
Ostend, Belgium
Partner name
EUROGEO
Type of action or event
Workshop
Action or event name
Planeetzee@work
Event description
Participation at the workshop, organised by VLIZ. Planeetzee@work is a project that brings youngsters in
contact with all kind of organisations dealing one way or another with the sea/ocean.
Partner role

Facilitator

Partner role description (details)
As employee of the geography department, Ghent University, we organised a workshop about the beach
and the impact of sea level rising on it.
How did you engage with people
The participating pupils had to do real fieldwork and a research using GIS. Finally the results were presented
as a poster.
Target audience

Students

Audience description
A group of 14 pupils from a secondary school took part.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Such projects foster the interest of youngsters about ocean and climate change.
Future perspective of collaboration
n.a.
Resources distributed or shown

Increasing Ocean Literacy video
Project Factsheet
Ocean Literacy booklet
Website
These materials were disseminated at the end of the workshop, when
as a kind of summary the importance of knowing the oceans was
explained.

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#73
Date
17 to 22 July 2016
Location
Redlands (headquarter of ESRI), California, US
Partner name
EUROGEO
Type of action or event
Other
Action or event name
ESRI T3G GIS Institute
Event description
Annual training for 100 teachers/educators on webGIS, organised by ESRI.
Partner role
Participant
Partner role description (details)
I was invited by ESRI to take part, everyone must already have a good basic knowledge of GIS and webGIS.
The idea is that not only we get instructed, but also that as a team/network we instruct each other.
How did you engage with people
During the flash presentations I presented the Sea Change project, especially on the way of using webGIS
and storytelling to promote it.
Target audience

Teachers
Other educational professionals

Audience description
Most of the 100 participants are US teachers, about 10 came from other countries.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
People didn't know about it, also not so much about the NMEA conferences. But it is an idea they were very
curious about.
Future perspective of collaboration
n.a.
Resources distributed or shown

Increasing Ocean Literacy video
Our Ocean Our Oxygen video
Human Health and the Ocean video
Project Factsheet
Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets
Ocean Literacy booklet
Website
Not only during the flash presentations, also during the breaks and
free time I took time to talk and promote about Sea Change.

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#74
Date
14-16 August 2016
Location
Singapore
Partner name
EUROGEO
Type of action or event
Conference
Action or event name
IGU-CGE geography conference
Event description
Conference with a fieldtrip to Shanghai. About 160 participants.
Partner role

Speaker
Participant

Partner role description (details)
During breaks people got information about the Sea Change project.
How did you engage with people
It might have been more useful to include a presentation about Sea Change in the program, but that was
unfortunately not possible.
Target audience

Teachers
Other educational professionals
Students
Scientists

Audience description
Participants came from all over the world, with due to the location more participants from SE Asia.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
I got the time during breaks to explain in detail the project. People liked the videos very much and were
very curious about the upcoming deliverables like the storymaps and iBooks.
Future perspective of collaboration
n.a.
Resources distributed or shown

Increasing Ocean Literacy video
Our Ocean Our Oxygen video
Human Health and the Ocean video
Project Factsheet
Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets
Ocean Literacy booklet
Website
All leaflets were disseminated, during breaks I showed the website
and available deliverables like the videos.

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#75
Date
17-20 March 2015
Location
Centro de Congressos da Alfandega do Porto, Porto, Portugal
Partner name
CIIMAR
Type of action or event
Other
Action or event name
University of Porto Fair
Event description
In this fair the general public, undergraduate students and educational professionals had a chance to meet with
researchers and graduated students face to face, by interacting with hands-on activities and knowing more about the
UP researches lines.
Partner role
Speaker
Participant
Other
Partner role description (details)
CIIMAR organised an exhibitor with hands-on science activities and thematic modules on marine and environmental
topics and provided information about Sea Change project and its actions.
How did you engage with people
Engagement with target audiences was based on deep interaction of scientists, trained science communicators and
volunteer university students with participants/visitors. Underlying scientific concepts involved in hands-on activities
and exhibition modules were discussed with the public, supporting their own interactive discovery. Public was
questioned about common knowledge on various marine topics and led to establish scientific bridges between the
ocean and their every-day activities. According to evaluations performed and spontaneous feedback, events were very
successful. In particular, the mixed formula of thematic modules and experimental activities proved effective to
intriguing the public about ocean science and disseminate the essential Sea Change message 'Our ocean, Our health',
favoring the presentation of the project, and assimilation of intended take-home messages.
Target audience
General public
Teachers
Other educational professionals
Students
Scientists
Business and industrial partners
Other
Audience description
Size of the audience - 14610
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
The hands-on activities were welcomed and people showed interest about Ocean Literacy and Sea Change Project.
Furthermore, the educational professionals took with them the promotional materials.
Future perspective of collaboration
Organizers of the event were eager to continue further collaboration on this topic and showed their availability to
participate in future actions and disseminate Sea Change and our actions to their own contacts.
Resources distributed or shown
Project Factsheet
Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets
Ocean Literacy booklet
Website
Other
Hands-on science activities developed within the scope of the project.
Final remarks and considerations
The activities carried out are contributing to enhance Ocean Literacy, and help protection of our ocean. They are
providing networking with relevant stakeholders that are becoming ‘multipliers’ of Sea Change message and will
support key interaction about the ocean and its topics after the funded project duration.
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#76
Date
22 January 2016
Location
The OPORTO Internacional School, Matosinhos, Portugal
Partner name
CIIMAR
Type of action or event
Other
Action or event name
Clip Carriers Fair
Event description
The fair was designed to provide to students a way to explore their future career opportunities within a
variety of companies, organizations, projects and institutions.
Partner role
Speaker
Participant
Other
Partner role description (details)
CIIMAR organised an exhibitor with hands-on science activities and thematic modules on marine and
environmental topics and provided information about Sea Change project and its actions.
How did you engage with people
Engagement with target audiences was based on deep interaction of scientists, trained science
communicators and volunteer university students with participants/visitors. Underlying scientific concepts
involved in hands-on activities and exhibition modules were discussed with the public, supporting their own
interactive discovery. Public was questioned about common knowledge on various marine topics and led to
establish scientific bridges between the ocean and their every-day activities. According to evaluations
performed and spontaneous feedback, events were very successful. In particular, the mixed formula of
thematic modules and experimental activities proved effective to intriguing the public about ocean science
and disseminate the essential Sea Change message 'Our ocean, Our health', favoring the presentation of the
project, and assimilation of intended take-home messages.
Target audience
General public
Teachers
Other educational professionals
Students
Other
Audience description
Size of the audience - ~400
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
The hands-on activities were welcomed and people showed interest about Ocean Literacy and Sea Change
Project. Furthermore, the educational professionals took with them the promotional materials.
Future perspective of collaboration
Organizers of the event were eager to continue further collaboration on this topic and showed their
availability to participate in future actions and disseminate Sea Change and our actions to their own
contacts.
Resources distributed or shown
Project Factsheet
Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets
Ocean Literacy booklet
Website
Other
Hands-on science activities developed within the scope of the project.
Final remarks and considerations
The activities carried out are contributing to enhance Ocean Literacy, and help protection of our ocean.
They are providing networking with relevant stakeholders that are becoming ‘multipliers’ of Sea Change
message and will support key interaction about the ocean and its topics after the funded project duration.
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#77
Date
5-6 May 2015
Location
Jardins do Parque Polis Joao Paulo II, Vila do Conde, Portugal
Partner name
CIIMAR
Type of action or event
Other
Action or event name
IX Science Fair - Ciência Viva Vila do Conde
Event description
The Fair purpose was to stimulate interest in scientific investigation beyond routine class work, to develop
hands-on activities on environmental topics and to stimulate public interest on scientific subjects.
Partner role

Speaker
Participant
Other

Partner role description (details)
CIIMAR organised an exhibitor with hands-on science activities and thematic modules on marine and
environmental topics and provided information about Sea Change project and its actions.
How did you engage with people
n.a.
Target audience

General public
Teachers
Other educational professionals
Students
Scientists
Other

Audience description
Size of the audience - ~300
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
The hands-on activities were welcomed and people showed interest about Ocean Literacy and Sea Change
Project. Furthermore, the educational professionals took with them the promotional materials.
Future perspective of collaboration
Organizers of the event were eager to continue further collaboration on this topic and showed their
availability to participate in future actions and disseminate Sea Change and our actions to their own
contacts.
Resources distributed or shown

Project Factsheet
Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets
Ocean Literacy booklet
Website
Other
Hands-on science activities developed within the scope of the project.

Final remarks and considerations
The activities carried out are contributing to enhance OL, and help protection of our ocean. They are
providing networking with relevant stakeholders that are becoming ‘multipliers’ of Sea Change message and
will support key interaction about the ocean and its topics after the funded project duration.
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#78
Date
Location
Partner name
Type of action or event
Action or event name
Event description
n.a.
Partner role

4 August 2016
Jardim da Torre de Belém, Lisboa, Portugal
CIIMAR
Other
Lisbon Ciencia Viva Science Festival - At helm with Ciencia Viva

Participant
Other

Partner role description (details)
CIIMAR organised an exhibitor with hands-on science activities and thematic modules on marine and
environmental topics and provided information about Sea Change project and its actions.
How did you engage with people
Engagement with target audiences was based on deep interaction of scientists, trained science
communicators and volunteer university students with participants/visitors. Underlying scientific concepts
involved in hands-on activities and exhibition modules were discussed with the public, supporting their own
interactive discovery. Public was questioned about common knowledge on various marine topics and led to
establish scientific bridges between the ocean and their every-day activities. According to evaluations
performed and spontaneous feedback, events were very successful. In particular, the mixed formula of
thematic modules and experimental activities proved effective to intriguing the public about ocean science
and disseminate the essential Sea Change message 'Our ocean our health', favoring the presentation of the
project, and assimilation of intended take-home messages.
Target audience
General public
Teachers
Other educational professionals
Students
Scientists
Business and industrial partners
Government officials
Other
Audience description
Size of the audience - ~1100.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
The hands-on activities were welcomed and people showed interest about Ocean Literacy and Sea Change
Project. Furthermore, the educational professionals took with them the promotional materials.
Future perspective of collaboration
Organizers of the event were eager to continue further collaboration in future actions and disseminate Sea
Change.
Resources distributed or shown
Project Factsheet
Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets
Ocean Literacy booklet
Website
Other
Hands-on science activities developed within the scope of the project
Final remarks and considerations
The activities carried out are contributing to enhance OL, and help protection of our ocean, raising
awareness among citizens and making them ‘multipliers’ of Sea Change base message.
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#79
Date
Location
Partner name
Type of action or event
Action or event name
Event description
n.a.
Partner role

9 August 2016
Jardim do Passeio Alegre, Porto, Portugal
CIIMAR
Other
Oporto Ciência Viva Science Festival - At helm with Ciencia Viva

Participant
Other

Partner role description (details)
CIIMAR organised an exhibitor with hands-on science activities and thematic modules on marine and
environmental topics and provided information about Sea Change project and its actions.
How did you engage with people
Engagement with target audiences was based on deep interaction of scientists, trained science
communicators and volunteer university students with participants/visitors. Underlying scientific concepts
involved in hands-on activities and exhibition modules were discussed with the public, supporting their own
interactive discovery. Public was questioned about common knowledge on various marine topics and led to
establish scientific bridges between the ocean and their every-day activities. According to evaluations
performed and spontaneous feedback, events were very successful. In particular, the mixed formula of
thematic modules and experimental activities proved effective to intriguing the public about ocean science
and disseminate the essential Sea Change message 'Our ocean our health', favoring the presentation of the
project, and assimilation of intended take-home messages.
Target audience
General public
Teachers
Other educational professionals
Students
Scientists
Business and industrial partners
Government officials
Other
Audience description
Size of the audience - ~1100.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
The hands-on activities were welcomed and people showed interest about Ocean Literacy and Sea Change
Project. Furthermore, the educational professionals took with them the promotional materials.
Future perspective of collaboration
Organizers of the event were eager to continue further collaboration in future actions and disseminate Sea
Change.
Resources distributed or shown
Project Factsheet
Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets
Ocean Literacy booklet
Website
Other
Hands-on science activities developed within the scope of the project.
Final remarks and considerations
The activities carried out are contributing to enhance OL, and help protection of our ocean, raising
awareness among citizens and making them ‘multipliers’ of Sea Change base message.
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#80
Date
4 April 2015
Location
Paris, France
Partner name
UNESCO
Type of action or event
Other
Action or event name
Ocean Day at UNFCC COP21
Event description
The Oceans Day is organized by Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission/UNESCO, and other
partners to highlight the major climate and oceans issues, and Catalyze and share solutions.
Partner role

Facilitator

Partner role description (details)
I was in the organizing team.
How did you engage with people
My role was more that one of facilitating the discussion among different type of stakeholders, i.e.
government representatives, members of the scientific community, NGOs etc. It was a good event in
bringing all these stakeholders together, but it would have been better to have less presentation and more
discussions.
Target audience

Scientists
Business and industrial partners
Government officials

Audience description
Participants were from government, scientific community, NGO and private sector. Size of the audience –
300.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
People were really interested in Sea Change, as the first European project that promotes ocean literacy.
What is clear is that a mechanism for networking and avoiding duplication of initiatives is needed.
Therefore, project like Sea Change with multiple partners are considered very useful in this sense.
Future perspective of collaboration
Enlargement of the Ocean Literacy network to different regions of the world, and also to various types of
stakeholders.
Resources distributed or shown

Project Factsheet
Website

These products were distributed to the participants.
Final remarks and considerations
Sea Change needs to take advantage of all next important events related to the ocean because these are
the places where important actors can be met.
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#81
Date
Location
Partner name
Type of action or event
Action or event name
Event description
n.a.

23 - 28 July 2016
Manchester, UK
WON

Partner role

Speaker
Participant

European Science Open Forum

Partner role description (details)
n.a.
How did you engage with people
WON participation in DG Research led session “Cleaning our Seas and Oceans through enhanced Ocean
Literacy” referring to Sea Change project and activities. This session brought together scientists, business
representatives, and decision makers.
Target audience

Scientist
Other

Audience description
Research stakeholders
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Interested in the potential concrete impact of Ocean Literacy.
Future perspective of collaboration
All participants of the session were invited to contribute to a reflexion with Sea Change partners on how to
educate and inspire action to reduce plastic pollution. This reflexion will start in fall 2017.
Resources distributed or shown

Project Factsheet

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#82
Date
Location
Partner name
Type of action or event
Action or event name
Event description
n.a.

4 to 6 July 2016
Salzburg, Austria
EUROGEO
Conference
GI Forum Conference

Partner role

Facilitator
Participant

Partner role description (details)
I chaired a session on the use of geotechnologies and open data in environmental education. I was also able
to leave leaflets and materials for other delegates to collect.
How did you engage with people
As facilitator I raised questions - especially on the opportunities to use geotechnologies in ocean literacy.
Target audience

Teachers
Other educational professionals
Students

Audience description
The session was for educators and teachers. About 150 attended. The conference in total had more than
1500 participants. Leaflets were left out for collection.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
I presented the project as facilitator and raised awareness that it existed and invited comment on the use of
satellite imagery and open data on understanding the ocean. They were open and interested in the project.
Future perspective of collaboration
I am a co-organiser of the event and there will be further opportunities to engage with participants in the
future.
Resources distributed or shown

Project Factsheet
The leaflet was printed and made available for delegates to take. All
100 were taken.

Final remarks and considerations
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#83
Date
21-23 May 2015
Location
Ankara, Turkey
Partner name
EUROGEO
Type of action or event
Conference
Action or event name
EUROGEO 2015 Conference
Event description
The 2015 EUROGEO Annual Meeting and Conference was organised in conjunction with and hosted by the
Turkish Association of Geographers (TAG). The conference theme was “Communicating Geography: serving
our world”. More than 450 people attended from 56 countries.
Partner role

Speaker

Partner role description (details)
As President of the association I gave the opening speech of the event reflecting on the work of the
association during the previous 12 months. During this presentation I introduced the SeaChange Project and
its planned activities.
How did you engage with people
I was the first presenter at the conference - so was done in an auditorium.
Target audience

Teachers
Other educational professionals
Students
Scientists

Audience description
The association has these main target groups. More than 450 people participated, predominantly university
lecturers, teacher trainers and students. Turkish Education Ministry officials were also present.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
They were very enthusiastic as for most of them this was a new area for geography educators to work in.
Future perspective of collaboration
EUROGEO continues to work with all these participants - they are informed of project updates with our
monthly newsletter.
Resources distributed or shown

Website
The Website and project aims were introduced in the presentation.

Final remarks and considerations
This was done at an early stage of the project.
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#84
Date
3-4 March and 13 April 2016
Location
Dublin, Ireland
Partner name
AquaTT
Type of action or event
Workshop
Action or event name
Environmental Behavior Change Training Workshop
Event description
Training Workshop delivered by C. Domegan and P. McHugh( NUIG) with support of AquaTT.
Partner role

Other

Partner role description (details)
Created the original connection to Dublin Bay Biosphere. Helped in the organisation and delivery of the
event. Covered the direct costs related to running the event.
How did you engage with people
Support to NUIG who led. Interactive training sessions with presentation of Sea Change material (training
manual from WP2), group work, individual work, reflections, task completions and participant
presentations.
Target audience

Other

Audience description
Non-profit/NGO, public agency or other organization working on environment, community or social issues.
Size of the audience – 17.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Participants were very interested in the Social Innovation training and found it very useful within the
context of their work in developing and designing interventions, campaigns and events and spending time
defining environmental issues, speaking with target groups and co-designing effective solutions together.
Participants felt they really benefitted from this training and would definitely incorporate it in their work
going forward.
Future perspective of collaboration
There is a need to follow up and see how Sea Change can support the implementation of the new Dublin
bay biosphere.
Resources distributed or shown

Increasing Ocean Literacy video
Project Factsheet
Ocean Literacy booklet
Website

Final remarks and considerations
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#85
Date
30 November – 12 December 2015
Location
Paris, France
Partner name
WON
Type of action or event
Other
Action or event name
COP21
Event description
The goal of WON presence was to support the Global Ocean Forum and the Ocean & Climate Platform in
organizing the Oceans Day @ COP21. This was done by speaking at Oceans Day and running a booth at the
COP21 event in Paris from 2nd to 8th December. This allowed WON to present Sea Change, and to film
interviews that can be used by Sea Change partners as information & education material.
Partner role

Other

Partner role description (details)
Organiser of the booth and speaker on awareness and education at Oceans Day @ COP21.
How did you engage with people
The video “Increasing Ocean Literacy” broadcasted all day on the booth. Many factsheet have been
distributed in the hall of the COP21. We have presented Sea Change project and WON’s aims.
Target audience

Scientists
Government officials
Other

Audience description
IGOs, NGOs and CSOs
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
People attending the COP21 where mostly sensitive to the environment cause. The public reacted very
positively and were surprised to know so little about the vital role of the Ocean.
It’s difficult to estimate the people interested by the project. Lots of people only took a factsheet to read
later. They also asked about the projects to be.
Future perspective of collaboration
A similar action will be organized at Marrakesh COP22 in November 2016. This will be another opportunity
to promote Sea Change activities and tools, and more generally gain support for Ocean education.
Resources distributed or shown

Project Factsheet
Increasing Ocean Literacy video

Final remarks and considerations
WON presence in this type of event and participation in workshops, etc. mainly helps promote the need for
Ocean education in general and generates stakeholder’ interest and support for education initiatives in link
with the global ocean agenda. Sea Change becomes visible as part of a global push for Ocean education.
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#86
Date
Location
Partner name
Type of action or event
Action or event name
Event description
n.a.

16 August 2016
Barcelona
SUBMON
Other
Street Festival - Barcelona neighborhood

Partner role

Speaker

Partner role description (details)
Workshop
How did you engage with people
Show and tell.
Target audience

General public

Audience description
Families.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Most of people were not aware of the great variability of marine biodiversity in Catalan coasts. The role of
the ocean as an O2 producer was also unknown.
Future perspective of collaboration
The organisation of the Street Festival will count on SUBMON for next year’s workshops on ocean literacy
and marine biodiversity.
Resources distributed or shown

Project Factsheet
Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets
Ocean Literacy booklet
Website
Ocean Literacy booklets were disseminated among visitors who asked
for specific info. Project fact sheets were used as an index to explain
the project. Website address was disseminated.

Final remarks and considerations
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#87
Date
08 August 2016
Location
Barcelona
Partner name
SUBMON
Type of action or event
Other
Action or event name
Spreading the word
Event description
Brief explanation of the 7 principles by Twitter to our 2190 followers.
Partner role
Speaker
Other
Partner role description (details)
We were responsible of explain the seven principles in seven days by twitter to our 2190 followers.
How did you engage with people
Twitter
Target audience

General public

Audience description
n.a.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
We had good results, as people re-twitted and liked our tweets with the principles.
Future perspective of collaboration
n.a.
Resources distributed or shown

Website
Other
7 principles website

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#88
Date
Location
Partner name
Type of action or event
Action or event name
Event description
n.a.

7 May 2016
La Murtra, Viladecans, Barcelona, Spain
SUBMON
Thematic day
Let's Clean Up Europe

Partner role

Speaker
Other

Partner role description (details)
SUBMON was the coordinator of the "Let's Clean Up Europe" campaign for the Waste Agency of Catalonia
(Catalonia Autonomus Government).
How did you engage with people
Marine litter collected during the clean-up was organized by material, seized and weighted and classified for
different anthropogenic origin.
Target audience

General public
Students

Audience description
n.a.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
We take advantage of Clean Up to explain the Sea Change initiative. Responsible from the Waste Agency of
Catalonia were interested in obtaining more information about the project and the material that the project
will produce.
Future perspective of collaboration
The Waste Agency of Catalonia will continue collaborating with SUBMON and will help in disseminating
Ocean Literacy topics generated by Sea Change Project.
Resources distributed or shown

Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets
Ocean Literacy booklet
Newsletter #1
Newsletter #2
Website

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#89
Date
25 May 2016
Location
Ireland, Croatia, Italy
Partner name
SUBMON
Type of action or event
Other
Action or event name
Capacity building tourism operators
Event description
Workshops - Capacity building tourism operators.
Partner role
Speaker
Other
Partner role description (details)
We included the explanation of ocean literacy.
How did you engage with people
Partners of Wildsea Europe.
Target audience

Other

Audience description
Tourism operators.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
People were receptive and interested in more information of the project.
Future perspective of collaboration
Future European marine projects.
Resources distributed or shown

Increasing Ocean Literacy video
Our Ocean Our Oxygen video
Website

Final remarks and considerations
n.a.
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#90
Date
Location
Partner name
Type of action or event
Action or event name

June - December 2016
Région Hauts de France
WON
Other
WON Hauts de France Yearly Calendar “L’Océan on en parle toute
l’année”

Event description
Activities of WON regional Hauts de France coordination to set up an annual common agenda presenting
different awareness & education activities for the general public – in 2016, this was the occasion to share
Sea Change objectives and initiatives, and start mobilizing partners to co-create new activities. This calendar
was launched on the occasion of World Ocean Day.
Partner role
Other
Partner role description (details)
WON supported the role of Nausicaa as convener of this regional WON network.
How did you engage with people
We informed the educational relays and the other stakeholders so that they can implement awareness
activities for their public, with the goal of improving the relation between Human and Ocean. We gathered
all the activities in an agenda and we also disseminated the events on the regional website of WON. We
presented the existing Sea Change educational tools and we offered training to learn how to use them.
Target audience
Other educational professionals
Scientists
Government officials
Audience description
Environmental association.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
In WON Hauts de France regional network we have many partners who don’t speak English; their audience
is mainly French speaking. They’re frustrated not to be able to use the Sea Change tools in their context and
it is more difficult for them to communicate on the project. Some topics of the Sea Change project have
already been addressed in Sea for Society project. This enabled us to have an in-depth-look in these topics
and to try new activities and messages.
Future perspective of collaboration
WON Hauts de France would like to gather many other stakeholders with different activities (business,
sport, food…) and work on a common topic “Health and Ocean” to set up common activities. WON Hauts de
France 2017 yearly agenda will highlight this collaborative work.
Resources distributed or shown
Increasing Ocean Literacy video
Our Ocean Our Oxygen video
Human Health and the Ocean video
Project Factsheet
Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets
Ocean Literacy booklet
Newsletter #1
Newsletter #2
Website
Final remarks and considerations
Sea Change project edited useful and nice tools, but unfortunately they are only available in English. If we
want to increase our outreach, to all the citizens, we need to find a way to translate them in other national
languages.
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#91
Date
28 November 2015
Location
Porto, Portugal
Partner name
CIIMAR
Type of action or event
Other
Action or event name
CIIMAR Open Day
Event description
Designed to give to general public, educational professionals and students an insight into the CIIMAR
research with hands-on activities and thematic exhibition modules.
Partner role

Speaker
Other

Partner role description (details)
CIIMAR organised an Open Science Day during which it showcased its state-of-the-art research activity to
visitors with talks, hands-on science activities, laboratory visits and thematic exhibition modules.
How did you engage with people
Engagement with target audiences was based on deep interaction of scientists, trained science
communicators and volunteer university students with participants/visitors. Underlying scientific concepts
involved in hands-on activities and exhibition modules were discussed with the public, supporting their own
interactive discovery. Public was questioned about common knowledge on various marine topics and led to
establish scientific bridges between the ocean and their every-day activities. According to evaluations
performed and spontaneous feedback, events were very successful. In particular, the mixed formula of
thematic modules and experimental activities proved effective to intriguing the public about ocean science
and disseminate the essential SeaChange message 'Our ocean our health', favoring the presentation of the
project, and assimilation of intended take-home messages.
Target audience
General public
Teachers
Other educational professionals
Students
Scientists
Other
Audience description
Size of the audience - ~2000
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
Participants were very interested in the CIIMAR actions. They highlighted the importance of this type of
projects to increase ocean literacy. They took it as an opportunity to express their views and training needs,
and as a source of scientific resources and educational materials about the ocean and marine topics.
Future perspective of collaboration
This is an annual event of CIIMAR.
Resources distributed or shown

Project Factsheet
Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets
Ocean Literacy booklet
Website
Other - Hands-on science activities, talks and laboratory visits

Final remarks and considerations
The activities carried out are contributing to enhance Ocean Literacy, and help protection of our ocean.
They are providing networking with relevant stakeholders that are becoming ‘multipliers’ of SeaChange
message and will support key interaction about the ocean and its topics after the funded project duration.
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#92
Date

27 November 2015
14 December 2015
18 de January 2016
Schools in Porto, Portugal
CIIMAR
Other
30 minutes of conversation with a scientist

Location
Partner name
Type of action or event
Action or event name
Event description
CIIMAR researchers visited 4 different schools in Porto to promote CIIMAR, as well as ongoing science
educational projects, such as Sea Change".
Partner role

Speaker

Partner role description (details)
CIIMAR organised talks with students and teachers about its research activities with focus on marine and
environmental topics and provided information about Sea Change project and its actions.
How did you engage with people
Engagement with target audiences was based on deep interaction of scientists. Students were questioned
about common knowledge on various marine topics and led to establish scientific bridges between the
ocean and their every-day activities. According to evaluations performed and spontaneous feedback, events
were very successful.
Target audience

Teachers
Other educational professionals
Students

Audience description
Size of the audience – 208 students e 8 teachers
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
The talks were welcomed and people showed interest about Ocean Literacy and Sea Change Project.
Furthermore, the educational professionals took with them the promotional materials.
Future perspective of collaboration
Schools and teachers were eager to continue further collaboration on this topic and showed their
availability to participate in future actions and disseminate Sea Change and our actions to their own
contacts.
Resources distributed or shown

Project Factsheet
Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets
Ocean Literacy booklet
Website
Other - The talks were developed within the scope of the Sea Change
Project

Final remarks and considerations
The activities carried out are contributing to enhance Ocean Literacy, and help protection of our ocean.
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#93
Date

12 January 2016
23 February 2016
11 March 2016
Porto, Portugal
CIIMAR
Other
Talks and hand-on activities

Location
Partner name
Type of action or event
Action or event name
Event description
4 talks and 6 sessions of hands-on experimental activities in topics of marine sciences and Laboratory Visits Students from four different high schools in Porto and their teachers visited CIIMAR to know its
laboratories. The purpose was to stimulate interest in scientific investigation beyond routine class work and
to develop speeches and hands-on experimental activities on marine and environmental topics, such as:
cleaning of oil pollution, integrated multitrophic aquaculture, blue biotechnology, biodiversity,
environmental health, biomonitoring and bioremediation.
Partner role
Speaker
Other
Partner role description (details)
CIIMAR organised talks and hands-on activities with students and professors about its research activities
with focus on marine and environmental topics and provided information about Sea Change project and its
actions.
How did you engage with people
Engagement with target audiences was based on deep interaction of scientists. Public was questioned
about common knowledge on various marine topics and led to establish scientific bridges between the
ocean and their every-day activities. According to evaluations performed and spontaneous feedback, events
were very successful.
Target audience

Teachers
Other educational professionals
Students

Audience description
Size of the audience – 332 students and 11 teachers
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
The talks and the visits were welcomed and people showed interest about Ocean Literacy and Sea Change
Project. Furthermore, the educational professionals took with them the promotional materials.
Future perspective of collaboration
This is an event from CIIMAR at School program, and we intend to repeat it in this year.
Resources distributed or shown

Project Factsheet
Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets
Ocean Literacy booklet
Website

Hands-on science activities developed within the scope of the project.
Final remarks and considerations
The activities carried out are contributing to enhance Ocean Literacy, and help protection of our ocean.
They are providing networking with relevant stakeholders that are becoming ‘multipliers’ of Sea Change
message and will support key interaction about the ocean and its topics after the funded project duration.
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#94
Date
14 May 2016
Location
Pavilhão da Agua, Porto, Portugal
Partner name
CIIMAR
Type of action or event
Other
Action or event name
CIIMAR Ocean open day
Event description
Ocean open day organised by CIIMAR with science exhibition modules about marine environment and
activities about the ocean.
Partner role

Speaker
Other

Partner role description (details)
Organised by CIIMAR to the general public to celebrate the ocean, its resources and services provided to
humanity.
How did you engage with people
Engagement with target audiences was based on deep interaction of scientists. Public was questioned
about common knowledge on various marine topics and led to establish scientific bridges between the
ocean and their every-day activities. According to evaluations performed and spontaneous feedback, events
were very successful.
Target audience

General public

Audience description
Size of the audience - ~500
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
The event was welcomed and people showed interest about Ocean Literacy and Sea Change Project.
Future perspective of collaboration
We intend to repeat this event in 2017.
Resources distributed or shown

Project Factsheet
Human Health & the Ocean Leaflets

Final remarks and considerations
The activities carried out are contributing to enhance OL, and help protection of our ocean. They are
providing networking with relevant stakeholders that are becoming ‘multipliers’ of Sea Change message and
will support key interaction about the ocean and its topics after the funded project duration.
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#95
Date
18-22 July 2016
Location
Porto, Portugal
Partner name
CIIMAR
Type of action or event
Other
Action or event name
Science in the holidays
Event description
1 week of science in the holidays, Ciência Viva programme - In the scope of CIIMAR at School Programme on
week of hands-on experimental and laboratorial activities was developed with high school students from
Porto.
Partner role

Speaker

Partner role description (details)
CIIMAR organised the visits, talks and hands-on experimental and laboratory activities with students per
one week. In this week, the students developed short-term experiences with focus on marine and
environmental topics and we provided information about Sea Change project and its actions.
How did you engage with people
Engagement with target audiences was based on deep interaction of scientists and university students with
participants. Underlying scientific concepts involved in hands-on activities, talks and the day by day live
were discussed with the students, supporting their own interactive discovery. According to evaluations
performed and spontaneous feedback, this week was very interesting and successful. In particular to
intriguing the students about ocean science and disseminate the essential Sea Change message 'Our ocean
our health', favoring the presentation of the project, and assimilation of intended take-home messages.
Target audience

Students

Audience description
Size of the audience – 5 students
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
The talks and laboratory experiments were welcomed and students showed interest about Ocean Literacy
and Sea Change Project.
Future perspective of collaboration
This is an event from CIIMAR at School programme, and we intend to repeat it in this year.
Resources distributed or shown

Website
Other - Hands-on science activities developed within the scope of the
project

Final remarks and considerations
The activities carried out are contributing to enhance OL, and help protection of our ocean. They are
providing networking with relevant stakeholders that are becoming ‘multipliers’ of Sea Change message and
will support key interaction about the ocean and its topics after the funded project duration.
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#96
Date
26 July to 7 August 2016
Location
Porto, Portugal
Partner name
CIIMAR
Type of action or event
Other
Action or event name
Science in the holidays
Event description
2 weeks of science in the holidays - In the scope of CIIMAR at School/OceanLab two weeks of hands-on
experimental and laboratorial activities was develop with high school students from Porto.
Partner role

Speaker
Other

Partner role description (details)
CIIMAR organised two weeks of science in the holidays to young students, with visits to CIIMAR, talks and
experimental and laboratory activities. In these weeks, the students developed long-term experiences with
focus on marine and environmental topics and we provided information about Sea Change project and its
actions.
How did you engage with people
Engagement with target audiences was based on deep interaction of scientists and university students with
students. Underlying scientific concepts involved in hands-on activities, talks and the laboratory routine
were discussed with the students, supporting their own interactive discovery. According to evaluations
performed and spontaneous feedback, these two weeks were very successful. In particular, the mixed
formula of thematic modules and experimental activities proved effective to intriguing the students about
ocean science and disseminate the essential Sea Change message 'Our ocean our health', favoring the
presentation of the project, and assimilation of intended take-home messages.
Target audience

Students

Audience description
Size of the audience – 12 students
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
The talks and laboratory experiments were welcomed and students showed interest about Ocean Literacy
and Sea Change Project.
Future perspective of collaboration
This is an event from CIIMAR at School /OceanLab, and we intend to repeat it in this year.
Resources distributed or shown

Website
Other - Hands-on science activities were developed within the scope
of the project

Final remarks and considerations
The activities carried out are contributing to enhance OL, and help protection of our ocean. They are
providing networking with relevant stakeholders that are becoming ‘multipliers’ of Sea Change message and
will support key interaction about the ocean and its topics after the funded project duration.
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#97
Date
17-20 May 2016
Location
Palácio de Cristal, Porto, Portugal
Partner name
CIIMAR
Type of action or event
Other
Action or event name
Science Fair University of Porto
Event description
In this fair the general public, undergraduate students and educational professionals had a chance to meet
with researchers and graduated students face to face, by interacting with hands-on activities and knowing
more about the UP researches lines.
Partner role
Speaker
Participant
Other
Partner role description (details)
CIIMAR organised an exhibitor with hands-on science activities and thematic modules on marine and
environmental topics and provided information about Sea Change project and its actions.
How did you engage with people
Engagement with target audiences was based on deep interaction of scientists, trained science
communicators and volunteer university students with participants/visitors. Underlying scientific concepts
involved in hands-on activities and exhibition modules were discussed with the public, supporting their own
interactive discovery. Public was questioned about common knowledge on various marine topics and led to
establish scientific bridges between the ocean and their every-day activities. According to evaluations
performed and spontaneous feedback, events were very successful. In particular, the mixed formula of
thematic modules and experimental activities proved effective to intriguing the public about ocean science
and disseminate the essential Sea Change message 'Our ocean our health', favoring the presentation of the
project, and assimilation of intended take-home messages.
Target audience
General public
Teachers
Other educational professionals
Students
Scientists
Business and industrial partners
Other
Audience description
n.a.
How did people react to your presentation of Sea Change project
The hands-on activities were welcomed and people showed interest about Ocean Literacy and Sea Change
Project. Furthermore, the educational professionals took with them the promotional materials.
Future perspective of collaboration
Organisers of the event were eager to continue further collaboration on this topic and showed their
availability to participate in future actions and disseminate Sea Change and our actions to their own
contacts.
Resources distributed or shown
Project Factsheet
Ocean Literacy booklet
Website
Other - Hands-on science activities developed within the scope of the
project
Final remarks and considerations
The activities carried out are contributing to enhance OL, and help protection of our ocean. They are
providing networking with relevant stakeholders that are becoming ‘multipliers’ of Sea Change message and
will support key interaction about the ocean and its topics after the funded project duration.
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Sea Change network
Partner Name
MBA

Nº of institutions
in their network
57

Nº of countries
in their network
17
(Belgium, Canada, Egypt, France, Germany, International, Japan, Kenya,
Malta, Norway, Philippines, Poland, South Korea, Spain, Sweden,
Taiwan, UK)

AquaTT

55

1
(Ireland)

CEFAS

29

1
(UK)

NUI Galway

22

1
(Ireland)

UGOT

45

7
(Canada, Denmark, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, USA)

VLIZ

38

9
(Belgium, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Poland, The Netherlands, UK,
USA)

EMB

11

8
(Canada, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Spain, UK)

ECSITE
EUROGEO

-111

-39
(Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Chile, China, Croatia, Egypt,
Finland, France, Georgia, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iran, Iraq, Ireland,
Israel, Italy, Japan, Kazakhstan, Latvia, Mexico, Netherlands, Nigeria,
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, South
Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, UK)

DTU

6

3
(Denmark, Switzerland, Italy)

CIÊNCIA VIVA

79

12
(Portugal, France, Spain, Canada, USA, South Africa, Belgium, Brazil,
Germany, Norway, UK, Ireland)

CIIMAR

28

1
(Portugal)

UNESCO

66

15
(Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, International, Ireland, Italy, Malta,
Monaco, Portugal, South Africa, Spain, UK, UK/Switzerland, USA)

HCMR
CO-Exploration
WON

--288

--18
(Argentina, Belgium, China, France, French Polynesia, German, Hong
Kong, India, Italy, Mauritania, Norway, Peru, Poland, Portugal, South
Africa, Spain, Switzerland, USA)

SUBMON

38

6
(Croatia, Ireland, Italy, Spain, United Kingdom, USA)
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Conclusions
During the first 18 months of the project the Sea Change partners were present in 97 actions or events
relevant for the establishment of a legacy. From these, 41 were included in different tasks of the project and
41 were developed by piggybacking on existing events.
Below there is a summary of the type of events undertaken during this period.

Sea Change direct actions and events

Actions/
events

Name of the actions/events
Consultations with education stakeholders (Task 3.1)
Develop new innovative learning elements – CoderDojo (Task 3.3)
Develop and pilot the concept of “Blue Schools” as a long-term
empowering initiative (Task 3.4)
Establish and develop a peer community of marine educators
(EMSEA) (Task 3.6)
Think Big, Think Ocean (Task 4.1)
Citizen Science Ocean Initiative (Task 4.3)
Governance Consultation: Marine Litter (Task 5.2)
Carry out communication activities in conjunction with established
thematic days (Task 6.1)
Engage and collaborate with science centres, museum and aquaria
(Task 6.2)
Engage with other initiatives and programmes involved in Ocean
Literacy and related seas and ocean issues (Task 6.3)
Engage with private sector marine/maritime actors (Task 6.4)

Sea Change piggybacking actions and events

Nº of
actions/events
9
3

Nº of partners
involved
8
2

1

1

5

5

2
1
1

2
1
1

10

6

5

2

17

11

2

1

41

11

The whole procedure to assess legacy generation and collected data will be subject to a deeper analysis and
appreciation by the consortium in the forthcoming Deliverable 6.2, as a preparation for the final Strategy for
Legacy.
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